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DEFORMATION THEORY OF DEFORMED
HERMITIAN YANG–MILLS CONNECTIONS AND
DEFORMED DONALDSON–THOMAS CONNECTIONS
KOTARO KAWAI AND HIKARU YAMAMOTO
Abstract. A deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills (dHYM) connec-
tion and a deformed Donaldson–Thomas (dDT) connection are
Hermitian connections on a Hermitian vector bundle L over a
Ka¨hler manifold and a G2-manifold, which are believed to corre-
spond to a special Lagrangian and a (co)associative cycle via mir-
ror symmetry, respectively. In this paper, when L is a line bundle,
introducing a new balanced Hermitian structure from the initial
Hermitian structure and a dHYM connection and a new coclosed
G2-structure from the initial G2-structure and a dDT connection,
we show that their deformations are controlled by a subcomplex of
the canonical complex introduced by Reyes Carrio´n. The expected
dimension is given by the first Betti number of a base manifold for
both cases. In the case of dHYM connections, we show that there
are no obstructions for their deformations, and hence, the moduli
space is always a smooth manifold. As an application of this, we
give another proof of the triviality of the deformations of dHYM
metrics proved by Jacob and Yau. In the case of dDT connections,
we show that the moduli space is smooth if we perturb the initial
G2-structure generically.
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1. Introduction
A deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills (dHYM) connection is a Hermit-
ian connection ∇ of a smooth complex line bundle L with a Hermitian
metric h over a Ka¨hler manifold (X,ω) of dimCX = n satisfying
F 0,2∇ = 0 and Im
(
e−
√−1θ(ω + F∇)
n
)
= 0
for a constant θ ∈ R, where F 0,2∇ is the (0, 2)-part of F∇, the curvature
2-form of ∇. The former condition is usually interpreted as the inte-
grability condition and the complex number e
√−1θ is called the phase.
Note that though we can define dHYM connections for a Hermitian
vector bundle L, we focus on the case that L is a line bundle. One of
the main purposes of this paper is to study the deformation theory of
dHYM connections. This is located in Ka¨hler geometry.
The other main purpose is to study the deformation theory of de-
formed Donaldson–Thomas connections. This subject is located in
G2-geometry. A deformed Donaldson–Thomas (dDT) connection is a
Hermitian connection ∇ of a smooth complex line bundle L with a
Hermitian metric h over a G2-manifold (X
7, ϕ, g) satisfying
1
6
F 3∇ + F∇ ∧ ∗ϕ = 0.
This is an analogue in G2-geometry of dHYM connections. As above,
though we can define dDT connections for a Hermitian vector bundle
L, we focus on the case that L is a line bundle.
Background. Before introducing main theorems, we provide the back-
ground of these subjects. In theoretical physics, dHYM connections
were derived as minimizers, called BPS states, of a functional, called
the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action, by Marin˜o, Minasian, Moore and
Strominger [12], see also an explanation by Collins, Xie and Yau [2].
At the same time, in mathematics, the dHYM connection was found by
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Leung, Yau and Zaslow [11], slightly after the discovery of a similar no-
tion by Leung [10], as the real Fourier–Mukai transform of a graphical
special Lagrangian submanifold with a flat connection over it (a spe-
cial Lagrangian cycle) in a Calabi–Yau manifold. This principle—the
real Fourier–Mukai transform—will be reviewed in the next paragraph.
Similarly, the dDT connection was introduced by Lee and Leung [9] as
the real Fourier–Mukai transform of an associative cycle, an associative
submanifold with a flat connection over it, or a coassociative cycle, a
coassociative submanifold with an ASD connection over it.
The real Fourier–Mukai transform, introduced in [11] in the context
of mirror symmetry, sends a graphical submanifold with a Hermitian
connection over it in a torus fibration to a Hermitian connection over
the dual torus fibration. For simplicity, let B ⊂ Rn be an open set and
put X := B × T k, the total space of a trivial T k-fibration over B. The
dual torus fibration is defined as Xˇ := B × (T k)∗. Consider the graph,
denoted by SY , in X of a smooth map Y = (Y
1, · · · , Y k) : B → T k.
Let ∇A = d+
√−1∑nj=1Ajdxj be a Hermitian connection of the trivial
complex line bundle over B, where Aj : B → R is a smooth function.
Then, the real Fourier–Mukai transform of (SY ,∇A) is a Hermitian
connection ∇Y of the trivial complex line bundle over Xˇ defined by
∇Y := d+
√−1
n∑
j=1
Aj(x1, . . . , xn)dxj +
√−1
k∑
a=1
Y a(x1, . . . , xn)dy˜a,
where (x1, . . . , xn) and (y˜1, . . . , y˜k) are the standard coordinates on Rn
and (T k)∗, respectively. Additional properties of SY—if they exist—
are transformed into those of ∇Y . The special Lagrangian condition
corresponds to the dHYM condition [11]. Each of the associative and
the coassociative conditions corresponds to the dDT condition [9].
Motivation. A striking result on special Lagrangian submanifolds—
more generally, on calibrated submanifolds including associative and
coassociative submanifolds—is the deformation theory (the local theory
of the moduli space in other words) due to McLean [14]. He proved
that the moduli space of special Lagrangian submanifolds, denoted by
MSL, is a smooth manifold with dimension b1(L), where b1(L) is the
first Betti number of L ∈ MSL. Especially, there are no obstructions
for deformations of special Lagrangian submanifolds. He also proved
that deformations of coassociative submanifolds are unobstructed while
those of associative submanifolds are obstructed in general. Taking
account of that dHYM and dDT connections are the mirror objects of
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special Lagrangian and (co)associative cycles, respectively, it is natural
to ask whether these inherit the same properties.
Main Results. In this paper, we answer the question affirmatively—
the moduli space of dHYM connections is always smooth and that of
dDT is smooth if an obstruction of the deformation vanishes. To be
precise, let (X,ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold and L be a smooth
complex line bundle with a Hermitian metric h over X . Let M be the
set of all dHYM connections of L with fixing phase e
√−1θ divided by
the U(1)-gauge action, and call it the moduli space. Then, one of main
theorems of this paper is the following (this is the same as Theorem
3.13).
Theorem 1.1. If M 6= ∅, then the moduli space M is a smooth man-
ifold of dimension b1, where b1 is the first Betti number of X.
For the G2 case, let (X
7, ϕ, g) be a compact G2-manifold and L be
a smooth complex line bundle with a Hermitian metric h over X . Let
MG2 be the set of all dDT connections of L divided by the U(1)-gauge
action, and call it the moduli space. Then, the other main theorem is
the following (this is the same as Theorem 5.11).
Theorem 1.2. If H2(#∇) = { 0 } for ∇ ∈ MG2, the moduli space
MG2 is a smooth manifold of dimension b1 around ∇, where b1 is the
first Betti number of X.
In the theorem, H2(#∇) is the second cohomology of the complex
(#∇) for ∇ defined in Subsection 5.3. This can be regarded as a sub-
complex of the canonical complex introduced by Reyes Carrio´n [16]
and is considered as an obstruction space. In Subsection 5.5, we show
that MG2 becomes a smooth manifold if we perturb the G2-structure
generically.
Implication. Even without Theorem 1.1, if we assumeM is a smooth
manifold, we can see that dimM ≥ b1. To see that, let H1d be the
space of harmonic 1-forms on X . Then, for a fixed ∇ ∈ M, a map
H1d → M defined by α 7→ ∇ +
√−1α is injective locally around 0.
This follows from (3.11) and Lemma 3.10 and implies dimM ≥ b1.
Hence, combining this fact with Theorem 1.1 implies that all dHYM
connections sufficiently close to∇ are given by the trivial deformations,
that is, adding closed 1-forms to∇. This can be seen as a generalization
of the triviality of the deformations of dHYM metrics proved by Jacob
and Yau [7, Theorem 1.1]. We can also give another proof of this fact
as an application of Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 4.8).
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Main theorems say that the expected dimension both for dHYM and
dDT connections is b1. Hence, if b1 = 0, the moduli space of dHYM
connections is 0-dimensional. The same is true for dDT connections
if we perturb the G2-structure generically. By compactifying these
moduli spaces, we might construct invariants by counting dHYM or
dDT connections. This could be a challenging future work.
Advantage. Each of the moduli spaces M and MG2 is defined as a
zero set of the so-called deformation map F . The most nontrivial part
is to describe the linearization of F in a “nice way” so that the defor-
mation is controlled by (a subcomplex of) an elliptic complex. Both of
dHYM and dDT connections are defined by fully nonlinear partial dif-
ferential equations, and hence, their behaviors are hard to understand
in general. It is far from obvious to see that their deformations are
controlled by elliptic complexes.
To solve this problem, we introduce a new balanced Hermitian struc-
ture from the initial Hermitian structure and a dHYM connection and
a new coclosed G2-structure from the initial G2-structure and a dDT
connection. Using these newly introduced structures, we show that
each deformation is controlled by a subcomplex of the canonical com-
plex introduced by Reyes Carrio´n [16]. This is the novelty of this paper.
Then, we can apply the standard techniques of deformation theory in-
cluding the implicit function theorem etc. to show Theorems 1.1 and
1.2.
Organization of this paper. This paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we develop the general treatment for the canonical com-
plex. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the deformation theory of
dHYM connections. We prove Theorem 1.1 here. We also prove the
nonexistence of obstructions for the deformation of dHYM connections
along a family of ambient Ka¨hler structures. In Section 4, we study
further properties of the moduli space of dHYM connections: the affine
structure and a relation to holomorphic structures of L and the mod-
uli space of dHYM metrics. In Section 5, we switch the subject to
dDT connections and study the deformation of dDT connections after
establishing some characteristic properties. Then, we show Theorem
1.2. We also prove the smoothness of the moduli space if we perturb
the G2-structure generically. In this paper, we prepare the rich ap-
pendix. Appendix A gives basic identities and some decompositions
for the spaces of differential forms, based on the Hodge theory. Ap-
pendix B is basics of G2-geometry—for readers who are not familiar
with G2-geometry. In Appendix C, we show that the newly induced
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G2-structure introduced in Section 5 is useful to describe the lineariza-
tion of the deformation map “nicely”. The fact proved here is the most
nontrivial throughout the paper and is essential for the proof of The-
orem 1.2. In Appendix D, we give another description of the defining
equation of the dDT connection and prove Proposition 5.4. Appendix
E is the list of notation in this paper.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Naichung Co-
nan Leung for his helpful comments to the idea of this paper when they
met at Gakushuin University. They also would like to thank Spiro Ka-
rigiannis and Henrique N. Sa´ Earp for answering our questions on dDT
connections.
2. The canonical complex
In this section, we develop the general treatment for the canonical
complex. From Section 3, we start the study of deformations of dHYM
and dDT connections. In each case, the study of the moduli space
is reduced to that of a map F : A → B between some (infinite di-
mensional) linear spaces A and B basically consisting of differential
forms with some restrictions. Usually, some gauge group G acts on
A preserving F−1(0). Then, the moduli space M will be defined as
F−1(0)/G. Formally, assume that the tangent space of a G-orbit is the
image D0(C) of some linear map D0 : C → A. Put D1 := δF : A → B,
the linearization of F . Then, the following complex plays an important
role:
0 // C D0 // A D1 // B // 0 .
The proof to say thatM is a smooth manifold is basically done by the
implicit function theorem. Then, roughly, the surjectivity of D1, this is
equivalent to the vanishing of the second cohomology H2 := B/ ImD1,
ensures the smoothness of M and the dimension of M will be that of
the first cohomology H1 := KerD1/ ImD0. Fortunately, each complex
we will meet in this paper can be considered as a part of the so-called
canonical complex introduced in this section. Readers who want to see
complexes in our practical setting first can consult (#∇) in Subsection
3.2 for the dHYM case and (#∇) in Subsection 5.3 for the dDT case.
2.1. Definition of the canonical complex. The canonical complex
was introduced by Salamon [17, p. 162] for the G2 case, and it was
defined more generally by Reyes Carrio´n [16, Section 2] as a gener-
alization of the deformation complex of self-dual connections over a
4-manifold. We fundamentally follow [16] in this section.
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Let G ⊂ SO(n) be a Lie subgroup. Denote by g the Lie algebra of
G. We can identify g as a subspace in Λ2(Rn)∗ via the contraction by
the standard inner product of Rn. Suppose that a manifold X has a
G-structure. (i.e. the structure group of the frame bundle reduces to
G.) Then, we can naturally define a subbundle gX of Λ
2T ∗X which
corresponds to g by the above identification g →֒ Λ2(Rn)∗. Define a
subspace Bk of ΛkT ∗X by
Bk =
{ { 0 } for k = 0, 1,
gX ∧ Λk−2T ∗X for k ≥ 2
and set
Ak = (Bk)⊥,
the orthogonal complement of Bk ⊂ ΛkT ∗X with respect to the in-
duced metric on ΛkT ∗X . Thus, we have an orthogonal decomposition
ΛkT ∗X = Ak ⊕ Bk and denote by πk : ΛkT ∗X → Ak the projection.
Denote by Ak and Bk the space of sections of Ak and Bk, respec-
tively:
Ak = Γ(X,Ak), Bk = Γ(X,Bk).
Now consider the sequence
(2.1) 0 −→ A0 d−→ A1 D1−→ A2 D2−→ A3 D3−→ · · ·
where d is the standard exterior derivative and Dk = π
k+1 ◦ d.
If the sequence (2.1) is a differential complex, it is called a canonical
complex. We have the following condition for it.
Lemma 2.1 ([16, Proposition 2]). The sequence (2.1) is a differential
complex (i.e. Dk+1 ◦Dk = 0) if and only if the composition π3 ◦ d|B2 :
B2 → A3 is zero.
Note that if a Riemannian manifold X has the holonomy group con-
tained in G, the condition of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied since the covariant
derivative ∇ maps from B2 to B2 ⊗ Ω1, and hence, dB2 ⊂ B3.
2.1.1. The generalization. We can slightly generalize the above con-
struction. Denote by
N(G) = { a ∈ SO(n) | aGa−1 = G }
the normalizer of G. By definition, we have G ⊂ N(G). Then, the
discussion above also holds if a manifold X has an N(G)-structure for
some G ⊂ SO(n) and N(G) is connected. It is because in this case we
can define a subbundle gX ⊂ Λ2T ∗X (see [16, Corollary 1]).
In this paper, we are interested in G = SU(n), G2, Spin(7). It is
known that the normalizer N(G) is U(n), G2, Spin(7) for G = SU(n),
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G2, Spin(7), respectively. We describe (2.1) explicitly for these cases
in the following subsections.
2.2. The case G = SU(n). Suppose that a manifoldX has an N(G) =
U(n)-structure for G = SU(n), that is, X is an almost Hermitian man-
ifold with a Hermitian metric g, an almost complex structure J and its
associated 2-form ω.
Set Λp,q = Λp(T 1,0X)∗⊗Λq(T 0,1X)∗. Define real vector bundles [[Λp,q]]
for p 6= q and [Λp,p] by
[[Λp,q]] =(Λp,q ⊕ Λq,p) ∩ Λp+qT ∗X = {α ∈ Λp,q ⊕ Λq,p | α¯ = α },
[Λp,p] =Λp,p ∩ Λ2pT ∗X = {α ∈ Λp,p | α¯ = α }.
The associated 2-form ω is contained in [Λ1,1], and denote by [Λ1,10 ] the
orthogonal complement of Rω. Then, we have the decomposition
Λ2T ∗X = [[Λ2,0]]⊕ [Λ1,10 ]⊕ Rω
and [Λ1,10 ] is identified with gX for g = su(n).
Denote by [[Ωp,q]], [Ωp,p] and [Ω1,10 ] the space of sections of [[Λ
p,q]], [Λp,p]
and [Λ1,10 ], respectively:
[[Ωp,q]] = Γ(X, [[Λp,q]]), [Ωp,p] = Γ(X, [Λp,p]), [Ω1,10 ] = Γ(X, [Λ
1,1
0 ]).
Then, by [16, Lemma 2], (2.1) becomes
(2.2) 0→ Ω0 d→ Ω1 D1→ [[Ω2,0]]⊕ Ω0ω D2→ [[Ω3,0]]→ · · · → [[Ωn,0]]→ 0
and the sequence of the symbols is exact.
Lemma 2.2. The sequence (2.2) is an elliptic complex if J is inte-
grable.
Proof. Since the sequence of the symbols is exact, (2.2) is elliptic if and
only if it is a differential complex. Then, by Lemma 2.1, (2.2) is elliptic
if and only if d[Ω1,10 ] ⊂ [[Ω2,1]]. This is satisfied when J is integrable. 
Note that we have a necessary and sufficient condition so that (2.2)
is elliptic. See [16, Proposition 9]. The statement above is enough for
applications in this paper.
When J is integrable, (2.2) can be thought as an analogue of the
Dolbeault complex since { [[Ωp,0]], Dp }p≥3 is isomorphic to the Dolbeault
complex {Ω0,p, ∂¯ }p≥3.
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2.2.1. The balanced case. We assume thatX is compact, J is integrable
and ω is balanced, that is, ω satisfies
d ∗ ω = dωn−1/(n− 1)! = 0.
Let πp,q : Ωp+q → Ωp,q be the projection, dc :=
√−1(∂¯ − ∂) the dc-
operator and d∗c := −∗dc∗ its formal adjoint. We consider the following
complex:
(#K) 0 // Ω0
d
// Ω1
D′
1
// π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1 // 0
where
(2.3) D′1(α) =
(
D′1,1(α), D
′
1,2(α)
)
= (π0,2(dα), C ∗ d∗cα)
for a fixed C 6= 0. We remark that ∗d∗cα = −d ∗ Jα for α ∈ Ω1, where
we use the notation of (A.1), and π0,2(dΩ1) ⊕ dΩ2n−1 is a subspace of
Ω0,2 ⊕ Ω2n. In the following Lemma 2.3, we will see that the complex
(#K) is considered to be a subcomplex of the canonical complex (2.2)
by showing that the following diagram commutes:
(2.4)
0 // Ω0
d
// Ω1
D′
1
// Ω0,2 ⊕ Ω2n
0 // Ω0
d
// Ω1
D1
// [[Ω2,0]]⊕ Ω0ω
T∼=
OO
where
T (α, β) =
(
π0,2(α),
−C
(n− 1)!β ∧ ω
n−1
)
.
The complex (#K) is a subcomplex of the top row, and the bottom
row is the canonical complex (2.2).
Lemma 2.3. The diagram (2.4) commutes.
Proof. Denote by π[[2,0]] : Ω2 → [[Ω2,0]] the projection. Then, we have
D1(α) =
(
π[[2,0]](dα),
〈dα, ω〉
|ω|2 ω
)
=
(
π[[2,0]](dα),
〈dα, ω〉
n
ω
)
,
where the first equality follows from the definition of D1. Then, we
have
(T ◦D1)(α) =
(
π0,2π[[2,0]](dα),
−C
n!
〈dα, ω〉ωn
)
=
(
π0,2π[[2,0]](dα), −C〈dα, ω〉vol) ,
where vol is the volume form. Since π0,2([Ω1,1]) = { 0 }, we have
π0,2π[[2,0]](dα) = π0,2(dα).
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For the second component, we compute
〈dα, ω〉vol = dα ∧ ∗ω = dα ∧ ω
n−1
(n− 1)! = d
(
α ∧ ωn−1
(n− 1)!
)
,
where we use dωn−1 = 0 at the last identity. Take a vector field v such
that i(v)ω = α. Note that Jα = g(Jv, J · ) = g(v, · ), where we use the
notation of (A.1). Then, we have
(2.5) α ∧ ωn−1 = i(v)(ωn/n) = (n− 1)!i(v)vol = (n− 1)! ∗ Jα.
Hence, we obtain
(2.6) 〈dα, ω〉vol = d ∗ Jα = ∗ ∗ d ∗ Jα = − ∗ d∗Jα = − ∗ d∗cα.
Combining the above identities implies that
(T ◦D1)(α) =
(
π0,2(dα), C ∗ d∗cα
)
= D′1(α)
and the proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.4. Denote by Z1 the space of closed 1-forms. The following
holds.
(1) Z1 ⊂ ker d∗c.
(2) dcΩ
0 ⊂ d∗Ω2 and d∗Ω2 ∩ (Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0) ⊂ dcΩ0.
(3) The map
D′1|d∗Ω2 : d∗Ω2 → π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1
is surjective. Thus, the second cohomology H2(#K) of the com-
plex (#K) is { 0 }.
(4) Suppose that kerD′1,1 = Z
1 ⊕ dcΩ0. Then, kerD1 = Z1 and the
map D′1|d∗Ω2 above is an isomorphism. In particular, the first
cohomology H1(#K) of the complex (#K) is isomorphic to the
de Rham cohomology H1dR.
Proof. The statement (1) follows from (2.6). By (1), we see that dcΩ
0
should be L2 orthogonal to Z1. Thus, the former statement of (2)
follows. For the latter statement of (2), suppose that α ∈ d∗Ω2 is
described as α = α′ + dcf for α′ ∈ Z1 and f ∈ Ω0. Then, we have
α − dcf = α′ ∈ d∗Ω2 by dcΩ0 ⊂ d∗Ω2. The Hodge decomposition
implies that α′ = 0, and hence, (2) follows.
To prove (3), we note that for any α ∈ Ω1
(2.7) π0,2(dα) = −√−1π0,2(dcα).
By (A.2) and (A.3), we can decompose Ω1 in two ways as
Ω1 =H1dc ⊕ dcΩ0 ⊕ d∗cΩ2,
Ω1 =H1d ⊕ dΩ0 ⊕ d∗Ω2,
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where H1dc andH1d are the space of dc harmonic 1-forms and d harmonic
1-forms, respectively. Denote by
πH : Ω1 → H1d, πd : Ω1 → dΩ0, πd∗ : Ω1 → d∗Ω2
the projections about the second decomposition. By (2.7), it follows
that
π0,2(dΩ1) =
√−1π0,2(dcΩ1) =
√−1π0,2(dcd∗cΩ2).
By (2.7) again, we have
√−1π0,2(dcd∗cΩ2) = π0,2
(
dd∗cΩ
2
)
= π0,2
(
d(πd∗(d
∗
cΩ
2))
)
.
Hence, we obtain
π0,2(dΩ1) = π0,2
(
d(πd∗(d
∗
cΩ
2))
)
.
On the other hand, we have
dΩ2n−1 = ∗d∗cΩ1 = ∗d∗cdcΩ0 = ∗d∗c
(
πd∗(dcΩ
0)
)
,
where the last equality follows from the statement (1). Thus, any
element of π0,2(dΩ1) ⊕ dΩ2n−1 is of the form (π0,2 (dβ) , ∗d∗cγ) for β ∈
d∗cΩ
2 and γ ∈ dcΩ0. Then, setting α = πd∗(β) + πd∗(γ)/C ∈ d∗Ω2, we
have
π0,2(dα) = π0,2(dβ + dγ/C) = π0,2(dβ)−√−1π0,2(dcγ/C) = π0,2(dβ)
and
C ∗ d∗cα = ∗d∗c(Cβ + γ) = ∗d∗cγ,
which implies that D′1|d∗Ω2 is surjective.
Next, we show (4). Suppose that α ∈ kerD′1. Then, α ∈ kerD′1,1
and d∗cα = 0. By the assumption, α can be written as α = β+dcf with
β ∈ Z1 and f ∈ Ω0. Since d∗cα = 0 and d∗cβ = 0 by the statement (1),
it follows that 0 = d∗cdcf . Hence, dcf = 0 and we see α ∈ Z1. Then,
the proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.5. The map
H1d → H0,1∂¯ , α 7→ [π0,1(α)]
is injective, where H1d is the space of harmonic 1-forms and H0,1∂¯ is the
Dolbeault cohomology of type (0, 1).
Proof. For α ∈ H1d, suppose that there exists a C-valued function f ∈
Ω0
C
such that π0,1(α) = ∂¯f . Then, we have
α = ∂¯f + ∂f¯ ∈ dΩ0 ⊕ dcΩ0.
Since dcΩ
0 ⊂ d∗Ω2 by the former statement of Lemma 2.4 (2), we see
that α ∈ (dΩ0 ⊕ d∗Ω2) ∩H1d = {0}. 
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Remark 2.6. If there is a Riemannian metric g′ such that (g′, J)
is Ka¨hler, the assumption of (4) of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied, that is,
kerD′1,1 = Z
1 ⊕ dcΩ0, by Lemma A.1. Moreover, the map in Lemma
2.5 is an isomorphism since dimRH
1
dR = dimRH
0,1
∂¯
for a Ka¨hler mani-
fold.
2.3. The case G = G2. Use the notation of Appendix B. Suppose
that X is a 7-manifold with a G2-structure ϕ ∈ Ω3. By [16, Lemma 4],
(2.1) becomes
(2.8) 0 −→ Ω0 d−→ Ω1 D1−→ Ω27 D2−→ Ω31 −→ 0
with
D1(α) = π
2
7(dα), D2(β) = π
3
1(dβ)
and the sequence of the symbols is exact.
Lemma 2.7 ([16, Proposition 11]). The sequence (2.8) is an elliptic
complex if and only if d ∗ ϕ ∈ Ω57.
Proof. Since the sequence of the symbols is exact, (2.8) is elliptic if
and only if it is a differential complex. Then, by Lemma 2.1, (2.8) is
elliptic if and only if dΩ214 is perpendicular to Ω
3
1. This is equivalent to
dα ∧ ∗ϕ = 0 for any α ∈ Ω214. Since α ∧ ∗ϕ = 0, this is equivalent to
α ∧ d ∗ ϕ = 0, and hence, the proof is completed. 
2.3.1. The coclosed case. We assume that X is compact and a G2-
structure ϕ is coclosed, that is, d ∗ ϕ = 0. For a fixed C 6= 0, we
consider the following complex:
(#G2) 0→ Ω0 d→ Ω1 D
′
1−→ dΩ5 → 0,
where
D′1(α) = Cdα ∧ ∗ϕ.
In the following Lemma 2.8, we will see that the complex (#G2) is con-
sidered to be a subcomplex of the canonical complex (2.8) by showing
that the following diagram commutes:
(2.9)
0 // Ω0
d
// Ω1
D′
1
// Ω6
d
// Ω7 // 0
0 // Ω0
d
// Ω1
D1
// Ω27
T
OO
D2
// Ω31
T
OO
// 0
where T (γ) = Cγ ∧∗ϕ. The complex (#G2) is a subcomplex of the top
row, and the bottom row is the canonical complex (2.8).
Lemma 2.8. The diagram (2.9) commutes.
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Proof. Since Ω214 ∧∗ϕ = 0, it is clear that D′1 = T ◦D1. Recall that for
any 3-form γ ∈ Ω3, we have π31(γ) ∧ ∗ϕ = γ ∧ ∗ϕ. This together with
d ∗ ϕ = 0 implies that d ◦ T = T ◦D2. 
We denote by Hˇ∗ the cohomology of the canonical complex (2.8).
Then, we have Hˇ1 = H1(#G2) by Lemma 2.8. It is known that the
canonical map H1dR → Hˇ1(= H1(#G2)) is injective by [4, Lemma 3].
By this injection, we identify H1dR with a subspace of Hˇ
1(= H1(#G2)).
Since the canonical complex (2.8) is elliptic by Lemma 2.7, we can
define the Laplacian of the complex. We denote by Hˇk the space of
harmonic k-forms of the Laplacian. In particular, we have
(2.10) Hˇ1 = {α ∈ Ω1 | D′1(α) = Cdα ∧ ∗ϕ = 0, d ∗ α = 0 }.
The formal adjoint of D′1 is given as follows.
Lemma 2.9. The formal adjoint (D′1)
∗ : Ω6 → Ω1 of D′1 : Ω1 → Ω6 is
given by (D′1)
∗ = ∗ ◦D′1 ◦ ∗.
Proof. For any α ∈ Ω1 and β ∈ Ω6, we have
〈D′1(α), β〉L2 = 〈Cd (α ∧ ∗ϕ) , β〉L2 =C
∫
X
α ∧ ∗ϕ ∧ ∗d∗β
=C 〈α, ∗ (∗ϕ ∧ d ∗ β)〉L2 ,
where 〈·, ·〉L2 is the L2 inner product and we use ∗d∗β = ∗ ∗ d ∗ β =
d ∗ β. 
Corollary 2.10. We have
dimH1(#G2) = dim Hˇ1, dimH2(#G2) = dim Hˇ1 − b1.
where b1 = dimH1dR is the first Betti number.
Proof. The first equation follows from (2.10). We prove the second
equation. By the ellipticity of the canonical complex, the top row of
(2.9) is also elliptic. Hence, we have the L2 orthogonal decomposition
(2.11) Ω6 = { β ∈ Ω6 | dβ = (D′1)∗β = 0 } ⊕ Im (D′1)⊕ d∗Ω7.
By Lemma 2.9 and (2.10), we see that
(2.12) { β ∈ Ω6 | dβ = (D′1)∗β = 0 } = ∗Hˇ1.
Let H1d be the space of harmonic 1-forms. By (2.10), we have H1d ⊂
Hˇ1. Let V be the L2 orthogonal complement of H1d in Hˇ1. Since any
elements of Hˇ1 are coclosed, we see that V ⊂ d∗Ω2. This together with
(2.11) and (2.12) implies that
dΩ5 = ∗V ⊕ Im (D′1).
Hence, we obtain H2(#G2)
∼= ∗V and the proof is completed. 
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Corollary 2.11. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) H2(#G2) = { 0 },
(2) Im(D′1) = dΩ
5,
(3) H1dR = Hˇ
1(= H1(#G2)).
Proof. By the definition of H2(#G2), (1) and (2) are equivalent. The
equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from the second equation of Corollary
2.10. 
2.4. The case G = Spin(7). Though we do not consider Spin(7)-
manifolds in this paper, we put the information for the canonical com-
plex on Spin(7)-manifolds for completeness.
Suppose that X is an 8-manifold with a Spin(7)-structure Φ ∈ Ω4.
By [16, Lemma 5], (2.1) becomes
(2.13) 0 −→ Ω0 d−→ Ω1 D1−→ Ω27 −→ 0
and the sequence of the symbols is exact. Since A3 = { 0 }, the condi-
tion of Lemma 2.1 is automatically satisfied. Thus, (2.13) is an elliptic
complex for any Spin(7)-structure Φ.
3. The moduli space of dHYM connections
In this section, we define the moduli spaceM of deformed Hermitian
Yang–Mills connections on X and prove that it is a finite dimensional
smooth manifold of dimRM = b1 if M 6= ∅, where b1 is the first Betti
number.
3.1. Preliminaries to dHYM connections. Let (X,ω, g, J) be a
compact Ka¨hler manifold with dimCX = n. We always denote by
ω, g and J the Ka¨hler form, the Riemannian metric and the complex
structure on X , respectively. Let L → X be a smooth complex line
bundle with a Hermitian metric h.
Definition 3.1. For a constant θ ∈ R, a deformed Hermitian Yang–
Mills (dHYM) connection with phase e
√−1θ is a Hermitian connection
∇ of (L, h) satisfying
F 0,2∇ = 0 and Im
(
e−
√−1θ(ω + F∇)n
)
= 0,
where F∇ ∈ Ω2(X,EndL) ∼= Ω2C is the curvature of ∇ and F 0,2∇ is its
(0, 2)-part.
For the rest of this subsection, we assume that ∇ is a Hermitian
connection of (L, h) satisfying F 0,2∇ = 0. We remark that this im-
plies that F∇ is a
√−1R-valued (1, 1)-form. By using ∇, we define
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a Hermitian metric η∇ on X following [7] and show some preliminary
formulas. These are used to study the properties of the linearization
of the deformation map F defined in (3.9).
Definition 3.2. Define a Riemannian metric η∇ on X by
η∇(u, v) = g(u, v) + g
((−√−1i(u)F∇)♯ , (−√−1i(v)F∇)♯)
for u, v ∈ TX , and its associated 2-form ω∇ by
ω∇(u, v) := η∇(Ju, v).
Here, we follow [7] for the notation of the above metric. We put the
proof of that η∇ is a Hermitian metric with an alternative formulation
for later use.
Proposition 3.3. The metric η∇ is Hermitian and satisfies
(3.1)
η∇ =
(
idTX + (−
√−1F∇)♯
)∗
g,
ω∇ =
(
idTX + (−
√−1F∇)♯
)∗
ω,
where −√−1F ♯∇ ∈ Γ(X,End TX) is defined by u 7→
(−√−1i(u)F∇)♯
and E∗Θ is defined by (E∗Θ)(u, v) = Θ(E(u), E(v)) for a 2-tensor Θ
and E ∈ Γ(X,EndTX).
Proof. Since the statement is pointwise, we fix a point p ∈ X arbitrar-
ily. Since F∇ ∈ Ω1,1, we see that F∇(Ju, Jv) = F∇(u, v) for u, v ∈ TpX .
Then, we can easily see that if u ∈ TX is an eigenvector of −√−1F ♯∇
with an eigenvalue λ, then Ju is also an eigenvector with the same
eigenvalue λ. From this fact, it follows that there exists an orthonor-
mal basis u1, . . . , un, v1 . . . , vn with relation vi = Jui and real constants
λ1, . . . , λn such that
−√−1F ♯∇ =
n∑
i=1
λi(ui ⊗ ui + vi ⊗ vi)
at p, where { ui, vi }ni=1 is the dual basis of { ui, vi }ni=1. Then, in terms
of this basis, we have g =
∑n
i=1(u
i ⊗ ui + vi ⊗ vi), ω =∑ni=1 ui ∧ vi,
(3.2) η∇ =
n∑
i=1
(1+λ2i )(u
i⊗ui+vi⊗vi) and ω∇ =
n∑
i=1
(1+λ2i )(u
i∧vi)
at p. Then, this expression implies that η∇ is Hermitian and (3.1). 
Definition 3.4. Define ζ∇ : X → C by
(ω + F∇)
n = ζ∇ω
n.
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As we see |ζ∇| ≥ 1 later, there exists r∇ : X → R+ and θ∇ : X →
R/2πZ such that ζ∇ = r∇e
√−1θ∇. We call r∇ and θ∇ the radius function
and the angle function of ∇, respectively.
Lemma 3.5. We have r∇ ≥ 1,
n! volη∇ = ω
n
∇ = r
2
∇ω
n,(3.3)
Im
(√−1e−√−1θ∇(ω + F∇)n−1) = 1
r∇
ωn−1∇ .(3.4)
where volη∇ is the volume form of η∇.
Proof. By (3.2), we have
(3.5) n! volη∇ = ω
n
∇ = n!
n∏
i=1
(1 + λ2i )
n∧
j=1
(uj ∧ vj) =
n∏
i=1
(1 + λ2i )ω
n.
Next, we will write ζ∇ in terms of λi. Since F∇ =
∑n
i=1(
√−1λi)ui∧vi,
we have
(3.6)
ω + F∇ =
n∑
i=1
(1 +
√−1λi)ui ∧ vi
=
n∑
i=1
√
1 + λ2i e
√−1 arctan λiui ∧ vi.
Then, we have
(ω + F∇)n =n!
n∏
i=1
√
1 + λ2i e
√−1∑nk=1 arctan λk
n∧
j=1
(uj ∧ vj)
=
n∏
i=1
√
1 + λ2i e
√−1∑nk=1 arctan λkωn.
Since ζ∇ is the coefficient of ωn, we see that the radius function and
the angle function are written as
r∇ =|ζ∇| =
n∏
i=1
√
1 + λ2i ,(3.7)
θ∇ =arg ζ∇ =
n∑
i=1
arctanλk mod 2π.(3.8)
Then, by (3.7), it is clear that r∇ ≥ 1. By (3.7) and (3.5), we also
obtain (3.3).
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Next, we prove (3.4). By (3.6), we have
(ω + F∇)n−1 = (n− 1)!
n∑
i=1
rie
√−1θiΩi,
where
ri :=
n∏
k 6=i
1√
1 + λ2k
, θi :=
∑
k 6=i
arctanλk, Ωi :=
∏
k 6=i
(1 + λ2k)(u
k ∧ vk).
By (3.8), we have
Im
(√−1e−√−1θ∇e√−1θi) = Im(√−1e−√−1 arctan λi) = 1√
1 + λ2i
.
Thus, with the last identity of (3.2), we obtain
Im
(√−1e−√−1θ∇(ω + F∇)n−1)
=(n− 1)!
n∑
i=1
ri Im
(√−1e−√−1θ∇e√−1θi)Ωi = 1
r∇
ωn−1∇ ,
where we use ωn−1∇ = (n− 1)!
∑n
i=1Ωi. This is (3.4). 
Define a new Hermitian metric on X (which is conformal to η∇) by
η˜∇ =
(
1
r∇
)1/(n−1)
η∇.
Let ω˜∇ = η˜∇(J · , · ) be the associated 2-form. Denote by ∗˜∇, d∗˜∇ and
d∗˜∇c the Hodge star operator, the formal adjoint of d and dc with respect
to η˜∇, respectively.
Corollary 3.6. If ∇ is a dHYM connection with phase e
√−1θ, then
Hermitian metric η˜∇ is balanced, that is, dω˜n−1∇ = 0.
Proof. In this case, θ∇ is the constant θ in (3.4). Then, taking an
exterior derivative of the both hand side of (3.4) with (1/r∇)ωn−1∇ =
ω˜n−1∇ implies dω˜
n−1
∇ = 0. 
3.2. Definition of the moduli space of dHYM connections. Let
A0 ={∇ | a Hermitian connection of (L, h) }
=∇ +√−1Ω1 · idL,
where ∇ ∈ A0 is any fixed connection. Since ∇ is Hermitian, we have
F∇ ∈
√−1Z2 · idL, where Z2 is the space of closed 2-forms. We regard
F∇ ∈
√−1Z2.
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Fixing θ ∈ R, define a deformation map F = (F1,F2) : A0 →
Ω0,2 ⊕ Ω2n by
(3.9)
F(∇) =(F1(∇),F2(∇))
=
(
−√−1F 0,2∇ , Im
(
e−
√−1θ(ω + F∇)n
))
.
Each element of F−1(0) is a dHYM connection with phase e
√−1θ. The
set F−11 (0) can be regarded as the set of holomorphic structures on L
since ∇ ∈ F−11 (0) defines a unique holomorphic structure of L such
that the (0, 1)-part of ∇ is ∂¯ (see for example [8, Proposition 1.3.7]).
Let GU be the group of unitary gauge transformations of (L, h). Pre-
cisely,
GU = { f · idL | f ∈ Ω0C, |f | = 1 } ∼= C∞(X,S1).
The action GU × A0 → A0 is defined by (λ,∇) 7→ λ−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ λ. When
λ = f · idL, we have
(3.10) λ−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ λ = ∇ + f−1df · idL.
Thus, the GU -orbit through ∇ ∈ A0 is given by ∇+KU · idL, where
(3.11) KU := { f−1df ∈
√−1Ω1 | f ∈ Ω0C, |f | = 1 }.
Since the curvature 2-form F∇ is invariant under the action of GU ,
F reduces to a map
F = (F1(∇),F2(∇)) : A0/GU → Ω0,2 ⊕ Ω2n.
Definition 3.7. The moduli space M of deformed Hermitian Yang–
Mills connections with phase e
√−1θ of (L, h) is given by
M = F−1(0) (= F−1(0)/GU).
By [8, Corollary 7.1.15], A0/GU is Hausdorff, and hence, M is also
Hausdorff.
3.3. The infinitesimal deformation. For the rest of Section 3, we
suppose that M 6= ∅ and show that M is a smooth finite dimensional
manifold. For the proof, we use the standard method of the deforma-
tion theory:
(i) Compute the linearization of F which turns out to be surjective.
(ii) Take the slice to the action of GU which gives the local descrip-
tion of M.
(iii) Use the implicit function theorem to show that M is a smooth
manifold.
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Though the method is standard, the linearization part (i) is highly
nontrivial, where we have to use the new balanced Hermitian structure
defined in Section 3.1 to describe the linearization “nicely”. More-
over, as in common with other deformation theories, the deformation
of dHYM connections is interpreted in terms of the complex (#∇).
Now, we give the formula for the linearization of F using the new
balanced Hermitian structure defined in Section 3.1.
Proposition 3.8. The linearization δ∇F : Ω1 → Ω0,2 ⊕ Ω2n of F at
∇ ∈ F−1(0) is given by
(3.12) (δ∇F)(b) =
(
(db)0,2, −n!∗˜∇d∗˜∇c b
)
.
Proof. For a one parameter family of Hermitian connections ∇t :=
∇+√−1tb · idL ∈ A0 with b ∈ Ω1 and t ∈ R, its curvature F∇t is given
by F∇t = F∇ +
√−1tdb. Thus,
(δ∇F)(b) =
(
(db)0,2, n Im
(√−1e−√−1θ(ω + F∇)n−1) ∧ db) .
Then, by the identity (3.4) and (1/r∇)ωn−1∇ = ω˜
n−1
∇ , we have
n Im
(√−1e−√−1θ(ω + F∇)n−1) ∧ db = nω˜n−1∇ ∧ db.
Then, since dω˜n−1∇ = 0 by Corollary 3.6, we have
ω˜n−1∇ ∧ db = d(ω˜n−1∇ ∧ b) = (n− 1)!d∗˜∇Jb = −(n− 1)!∗˜∇d∗˜∇c b,
where we use (2.5) and (2.6). 
Remark 3.9. The proof of Proposition 3.8 heavily relies on that ∇
is dHYM. The dHYM condition implies the balanced condition for ω˜∇
by (3.4) (as also claimed in Corollary 3.6). Thus, we can use facts
on balanced metrics which are sufficiently developed in Subsection 2.2.
This is one of technical key points of this paper.
For any fixed ∇ ∈ F−1(0), consider the following complex
(#∇) 0 // Ω0 d // Ω1
δ∇F
// π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1 // 0,
where π0,2 : Ω2 →֒ Ω2
C
→ Ω0,2 is the projection. By Corollary 3.6 and
(3.12), ω˜∇ is balanced and δ∇F = D′1, where D′1 is defined in (2.3) and
we set C = −n!. Then, we see that the complex (#∇) is nothing but
the complex (#K) in Subsection 2.2 for the metric ω˜∇. In particular,
(#∇) is considered to be a subcomplex of the canonical complex, which
is elliptic.
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3.4. The slice to the action of GU . It is a standard method to
consider a slice to the action of GU to study the local structure of M.
First, we prove the following.
Lemma 3.10. We have
√−1dΩ0 ⊂ KU . Conversely, for k ∈ N and
0 < α < 1, the elements of KU with the small Ck,α norms are contained
in
√−1dΩ0.
Proof. For any f0 ∈ Ω0, define f = e
√−1f0 ∈ Ω0
C
. Then, |f | = 1 and
f−1df =
√−1df0, which implies
√−1dΩ0 ⊂ KU . Let δ0ι :
√−1dΩ0 →
T0KU be the differential of the inclusion map ι :
√−1dΩ0 →֒ KU at 0.
Since T0KU =
√−1dΩ0, δ0ι is actually the identity map.
Let Kk,αU be the completion of KU with respect to the Ck,α norm.
Then, ι :
√−1dΩ0 →֒ KU extends to ιk,α :
√−1dCk+1,α(X,Λ0T ∗X)→
Kk,αU and δ0ιk,α is the identity map. Then, by the inverse function
theorem, ιk,α is a local homeomorphism and the proof is done. 
Proposition 3.11. Fix any ∇ ∈ F−1(0). Set
Ω1
d∗˜∇
:= { d∗˜∇-closed 1-forms on X }.
Then, the map p :
√−1Ω1
d∗˜∇
→ A0/GU defined by
A 7→ [∇+ A · idL]
gives a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of 0 ∈ √−1Ω1
d∗˜∇
to that
of [∇] ∈ A0/GU .
Proof. By (3.11),
A0/GU = ∇ +
√−1Ω1/KU · idL.
Since
√−1dΩ0 ⊂ KU by Lemma 3.10, we see that p is surjective.
Next, we show that p is injective around 0. Suppose that p(A1) =
p(A2) for A1, A2 ∈
√−1Ω1
d∗˜∇
. Then, we have A1 − A2 ∈ KU . If A1
and A2 are sufficiently close to 0 with respect to C
∞ topology, they are
sufficiently close to 0 with respect to Ck,α topology for fixed k ∈ N and
α ∈ (0, 1). Then, by Lemma 3.10, A1−A2 is exact, which implies that
A1 − A2 ∈
√−1 (Ω1
d∗˜∇
∩ dΩ0) = { 0 }. 
3.5. The smoothness of M. Finally, we show that M is a smooth
manifold. First, note the following.
Lemma 3.12. The image of F is contained in π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1.
Proof. Given two connections ∇,∇′ ∈ A, we know that F∇′ − F∇ ∈√−1dΩ1. Then, it follows that
F1(∇′)−F1(∇) ∈ π0,2(dΩ1), F2(∇′)−F2(∇) ∈ dΩ2n−1.
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Thus, if we take ∇ ∈ F−1(0), the statement follows. 
Theorem 3.13. The moduli space M is a smooth manifold of dimen-
sion b1, where b1 is the first Betti number.
Proof. Fix ∇ ∈ F−1(0) arbitrarily. Then, by Proposition 3.11, a neigh-
borhood of [∇] in M is homeomorphic to that of 0 in
S˜∇ := { a ∈ Ω1d∗˜∇ | F(∇+
√−1a · idL) = 0 }.
We only have to show that S˜∇ is a smooth manifold around 0.
Recall that Im(F) ⊂ π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1 by Lemmas 3.12 and
Im(δ∇F) = π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1
by δ∇F = D′1 with C = −n! and Lemma 2.4 (3). Thus, roughly, we
can apply the implicit function theorem (after the Banach completion)
to
F ′ : Ω1
d∗˜∇
→ π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1, a 7→ F(∇+√−1a · idL)
and we see that S˜∇ is a smooth manifold around 0.
To use the implicit function theorem precisely, we need to make the
domain and the target of F ′ Banach spaces and to recover the regularity
of solutions after the use of the implicit function theorem. This process
is explained as follows. Put V1 := Ω
1
d∗˜∇
and V2 := π
0,2(dΩ1) ⊕ dΩ2n−1
for short, and denote by V k,α the Banach completion of a subspace
V ⊂ Ω• with respect to Ck,α norm for fixed k > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1).
Then, by the implicit function theorem for F ′ : V k+1,α1 → V k,α2 , we see
that
S˜k,α∇ :={ a ∈ V k+1,α1 | F(∇+
√−1a · idL) = 0 }
={ a ∈ (Ω1)k+1,α | F(∇+√−1a · idL) = 0, d∗˜∇a = 0 }
is a smooth manifold.
It is clear that S˜∇ ⊂ S˜k,α∇ . Now, we show that S˜∇ coincides with
S˜k,α∇ near 0. The linearization of the map (F ′, d∗˜∇) at 0 is
(δ0F ′, d∗˜∇) = (δ∇F , d∗˜∇) : (Ω1)k+1,α → V k,α2 ⊕ (Ω0)k,α,
which is overdetermined elliptic by the ellipticity of (#∇) at Ω1. Then,
by the elliptic regularity, we see that S˜∇ coincides with S˜k,α∇ near 0,
and hence, it is a smooth manifold.
Finally, we discuss the dimension of M. By (3.11), the tangent
space of GU -orbit through ∇ is identified with dΩ1. Hence, the first
cohomology H1(#∇) of (#∇) is considered to be the tangent space of
M. Since (X, J) originally has a Ka¨hler metric g as a background
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metric, by the combination of Remark 2.6 and Lemma 2.4 (4), we see
that H1(#∇) is isomorphic to H1dR. 
Remark 3.14. When dimCX = 2 and θ = 0, ∇ is a dHYM connection
if and only if F 0,2∇ = 0 and ω∧F∇ = 0, that is, ∇ is a Hermitian Yang–
Mills connection. Then, by [8, Corollary 7.4.18], we see that such a
moduli space is smooth. Thus, Theorem 3.13 is consistent with this
fact.
3.6. Obstructions to the existence of dHYM connections. Let
X be a compact manifold with dimCX = n and L → X be a smooth
complex line bundle. Let B ⊂ Rm be an open ball with 0 ∈ B and
assume that a smooth family of Ka¨hler structures { (ωt, gt, Jt) | t ∈ B }
on X , Hermitian metrics { ht | t ∈ B } of L and constants { θt ∈ R | t ∈
B } are given. Further assume that a dHYM connection ∇ of (L, h0)
on (X,ω0, g0, J0) with phase e
√−1θ0 is also given. In this subsection, we
study the following question: Can we extend ∇ to a smooth family of
dHYM connections ∇t of (L, ht) on (X,ωt, gt, Jt) with phase e
√−1θt for
t ∈ B? The answer to the similar question for moduli spaces of special
Lagrangian submanifolds is affirmative (see [13, Theorem 3.21]) and so
in this case.
First, we pay attention to the necessary condition.
Proposition 3.15. If there exists a smooth family of connections {∇t |
t ∈ B } of L with ∇0 = ∇ so that ∇t is a dHYM connection of
(L, ht) with phase e
√−1θt with respect to (ωt, gt, Jt), then the given fam-
ily { (ωt, gt, Jt, ht, θt) | t ∈ B } and ∇ should satisfy, for all t ∈ B,
(3.13)


[(F∇)(0,2)t ] = 0 in H
0,2
∂¯t
,[
Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇)n
)]
= 0 in H2ndR,
where (0, 2)t is the (0, 2)-part with respect to Jt and H
0,2
∂¯t
:= H0,2
∂¯t
(X, Jt)
is the Dolbeault cohomology defined by the complex structure Jt.
Proof. Define ft ∈ Ω0 by ht = e2fth. Then, we can easily check that
∇˜t := ∇+ dft · idL
is a Hermitian connection of (L, ht). Thus, there exists at ∈ Ω1 such
that ∇t = ∇˜t +
√−1at. Then, from F∇t = F∇˜t +
√−1dat = F∇ +√−1dat, it follows that
(ωt + F∇t)
n − (ωt + F∇)n ∈ dΩ2n−1C .
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Multiplying e−
√−1θt and taking the imaginary part, we have
(3.14) Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇t)
n
)
− Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇)n
)
∈ dΩ2n−1.
Thus, we have
0 =
[
Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇t)
n
)]
=
[
Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇)n
)]
in H2ndR, where the first equality follows from that ∇t is a dHYM con-
nection with phase e
√−1θt . Similarly, from F∇t = F∇ +
√−1dat, it
follows that
(3.15)
(F∇t)
(0,2)t − (F∇)(0,2)t =
√−1(dat)(0,2)t
=
√−1∂¯t(a(0,1)tt ) ∈ ∂¯tΩ(0,1)t ,
where symbols with subscript t are defined by the complex structure
Jt. Thus, we have
[(F∇)(0,2)t ] = 0 ∈ H0,2∂¯t
since (F∇t)
(0,2)t = 0, and the proof is completed. 
We will show that (3.13) is also a sufficient condition locally. Define
a map FB : B ×A0 → Ω2C ⊕ Ω2n by
FB(t,∇′) =
(
−√−1(F∇′)(0,2)t , Im
(
e−
√−1θt(ωt + F∇′)
n
))
and set
MB = { (t, [∇′]) ∈ B ×A0/GU | FB(t,∇′) = 0 } .
For each t ∈ B, set Mt =MB ∩ ({ t }×A0/GU) and this is the moduli
space of deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills connections with phase e
√−1θt
of (L, ht) with respect to (ωt, gt, Jt). Denote by H˜1d,∇ the space of
harmonic 1-forms with respect to η˜∇.
Theorem 3.16. Suppose that ∇ is a dHYM connection of (L, h0) on
(X,ω0, g0, J0) with phase e
√−1θ0. If { (ωt, gt, Jt, ht, θt) | t ∈ B } and ∇
satisfy (3.13), thenMB is a real (m+b1)-dimensional smooth manifold
around (0,∇). Moreover, there exist open neighborhoods B′ ⊂ B and
U ⊂ H˜1d,∇ containing 0 and a smooth open embedding Θ : B′×U →MB
so that Θ(0, 0) = [∇] and Θ(t, · ) : H˜1d,∇ → Mt gives a local chart
on Mt. Especially, for each A ∈ H˜1d,∇, B′ ∋ t 7→ Θ(t, A) gives a
deformation of ∇ along (ωt, gt, Jt, ht, θt).
Thus, dHYM connections are thought to be stable under small de-
formations of the Ka¨hler structure and the Hermitian metric on L.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.11, the map
B × Ω1
d∗˜∇
→ B ×A0/GU , (t, a) 7→ (t, [∇+
√−1a · idL])
gives a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of (0, 0) ∈ B × Ω1
d∗˜∇
to
that of (0, [∇]) ∈ B×A0/GU . Hence, a neighborhood of (0, [∇]) inMB
is homeomorphic to that of (0, 0) in
S˜(0,∇) =
{
(t, a) ∈ B × Ω1
d∗˜∇
| FB(t,∇+
√−1a · idL) = 0
}
.
We show that S˜(0,∇) is smooth near (0, 0) by the implicit function the-
orem.
Define an infinite dimensional vector bundle π : E → B × Ω1
d∗˜∇
by
π−1(t, a) := π(0,2)t(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1.
Note that it depends only on t ∈ B. Then, by (3.14), (3.15) and the
assumption (3.13), we see that
FB(t,∇+
√−1a · idL) ∈ π−1(t, a).
In other words, (t, a) 7→ FB(t,∇ +
√−1a · idL) gives a section of π :
E → B × Ω1
d∗˜∇
.
We consider the map
(δ(0,∇)FB)|{ 0 }×d∗˜∇Ω2 : d∗˜∇Ω2 → π0,2(dΩ1)⊕ dΩ2n−1
and remark that δ(0,∇)FB|{ 0 }×Ω1 = D′1, where D′1 is defined in (2.3)
and we set C = −n!. Since (X, J0) has a Ka¨hler metric g0, we see that
(δ(0,∇)FB)|{ 0 }×d∗˜∇Ω2 is an isomorphism by the combination of Remark
2.6 and Lemma 2.4 (4). Then, we can apply the implicit function
theorem (after the Banach completion as in the proof of Theorem 3.13)
to the above section FB, and we see that S˜(0,∇) is smooth near (0, 0).
The space Rm⊕H˜1d,∇ is the complement of { 0 }×d∗˜∇Ω2 in Rm×Ω1d∗˜∇ ,
which implies that dimM = m+ b1.
Finally, we explain how to recover the regularity of elements in
F−1B (0) after the Banach completion. By the proof of Theorem 3.13, the
space FB(0, · )−1(0) can be seen as a space of solutions of an overdeter-
mined elliptic equation around 0. Since to be overdetermined elliptic
is an open condition, for sufficiently small t, the space FB(t, · )−1(0)
can also be seen as a space of solutions of an overdetermined elliptic
equation. Hence, elements in F−1B (0) around (0,∇) are smooth. 
4. Further properties of M
In this section, we study further structures on M and relations to
other moduli spaces. Throughout this section, we assume that M 6= ∅
and continue to use the notation in the previous sections.
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4.1. The affine structure on M. An affine manifold is a smooth
manifold such that all transition maps between charts are affine, and it
is well-known that the moduli space of special Lagrangian submanifolds
is an affine manifold (see for example [6]). In this subsection, we prove
that it is also true for M.
First, we describe local coordinates ofM, which is essentially proved
in Theorem 3.13.
Lemma 4.1. Fix any ∇ ∈ F−1(0). Then, there exist open neighbor-
hoods U∇ ⊂ H˜1d,∇ of 0 and V∇ ⊂M of [∇], and a map Ξ∇ : U∇ → dcΩ0
such that Ξ∇(0) = 0, δ0Ξ∇ = 0 and
(4.1) u∇ : U∇ → V∇, ξ 7→ [∇+
√−1(ξ + Ξ∇(ξ)) · idL]
is a homeomorphism. The inverse map u−1∇ is given by
u−1∇
(
[∇+√−1a · idL]
)
= πH˜d,∇(a),
for a ∈ Ω1. Here, πH˜d,∇ : Ω1 → H˜1d,∇ is the projection defined by
the Hodge decomposition Ω1 = H˜1d,∇ ⊕ dΩ0 ⊕ d∗˜∇Ω2 with respect to the
metric η˜∇.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.13, there exist U∇, V∇ and a map
Ξ∇ : U∇ → d∗˜∇Ω2 satisfying the above properties. We only have to
show that the image of Ξ∇ is contained in dcΩ0.
By Lemma A.1, we have
F−1(0) ⊂ F−11 (0) = ∇+
√−1 (Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0) · idL.
Thus, we must have ξ+Ξ∇(ξ)+KU ⊂ Z1⊕dcΩ0 for any ξ ∈ U∇. Since
ξ and elements in KU are closed, it follows that Ξ∇(ξ) ∈ Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0.
Then, we have Ξ∇(ξ) ∈ dcΩ0 by the second equation of Lemma 2.4 (2).
By the definition of u∇, we see that u−1∇ is described as above. Note
that u−1∇ is well-defined because elements in KU which are close to 0
are exact by Lemma 3.10. 
Corollary 4.2. The manifold M is an affine manifold.
Proof. Suppose that V∇ ∩ V∇ˆ 6= ∅ for ∇, ∇ˆ ∈ F−1(0). Set ∇ = ∇ˆ +√−1a for a 1-form a. Then, for ξ ∈ u−1∇ (V∇ ∩ V∇ˆ) ⊂ U∇, we have
u−1∇ˆ ◦ u∇(ξ) = u−1∇ˆ
(
[∇+√−1(ξ + Ξ∇(ξ)) · idL]
)
= u−1∇ˆ
(
[∇ˆ+√−1(a + ξ + Ξ∇(ξ)) · idL]
)
= πH˜
d,∇ˆ
(a) + πH˜
d,∇ˆ
(ξ) + πH˜
d,∇ˆ
(Ξ∇(ξ)).
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By Lemma 4.1, we have Ξ∇(ξ) ∈ dcΩ0, which is contained in d∗˜∇ˆΩ2 by
the first equation of Lemma 2.4 (2). Hence, we obtain πH˜
d,∇ˆ
(Ξ∇(ξ)) =
0, which implies that the transition map u−1∇ˆ ◦u∇ is an affine map. 
Hitchin [6] proved that the moduli space of special Lagrangian sub-
manifolds L can be locally embedded into H1dR(L) × (H1dR(L))∗ as a
Lagrangian submanifold and admits a canonical Hessian metric, which
agrees with the L2 metric, by pulling back the canonical pseudometric
on H1dR(L)× (H1dR(L))∗. We expect the same properties for the moduli
space M of dHYM connections.
4.2. Relation between M and holomorphic structures. Set
A = {∇ | a Hermitian connection of (L, h) with F 0,2∇ = 0 },
in other words, A = F−11 (0). If we fix ∇ ∈ A, we have by Lemma A.1
(4.2) A = ∇+√−1 (Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0) · idL.
We denote by G the group of all smooth gauge transformations of L.
Precisely,
G = { f · idL | f ∈ Ω0C, f is nowhere vanishing }.
Following [8, (7.1.12)], we define the action G×A → A, as the extension
of the GU -action, by
(F,∇) 7→ F ∗ ◦ ∇1,0 ◦ (F ∗)−1 + F−1 ◦ ∇0,1 ◦ F
where F ∗ is the adjoint of F ∈ G defined by h(Fξ, ξ′) = h(ξ, F ∗ξ′) for
any ξ, ξ′ ∈ Γ(X,L), and ∇1,0 (resp. ∇0,1) is the (1, 0)-part (resp. the
(0, 1)-part) of ∇ ∈ A. When F = f · idL, we have
(4.3)
F ∗ ◦ ∇1,0 ◦ (F ∗)−1 + F−1 ◦ ∇0,1 ◦ F
=∇+ f¯∂(f¯−1) · idL + f−1∂¯f · idL
=∇+ (−f¯−1∂f¯ + f−1∂¯f) · idL
=∇+ 2√−1Im (f−1∂¯f) · idL.
Thus, the G-orbit through ∇ is given by ∇+K · idL, where
K = { 2√−1Im (f−1∂¯f) ∈ √−1Ω1 | f ∈ Ω0
C
is nowhere vanishing }.
It is well-known that two elements of A define equivalent holomor-
phic structures of L if and only if those are in the same G-orbit (see,
for example, [8, Section 7.1]). Thus,
C := A/G
can be considered as the moduli space of all holomorphic structures of
L.
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In this subsection, we prove that there exists a canonical local home-
omorphism from M to C. First, we show that C is a smooth manifold
(not necessarily Hausdorff). This can be deduced by [8, Corollary
7.3.32], which gives a condition for the moduli space of holomorphic
structures on a smooth complex vector bundle of rank r to be smooth.
In the case of a line bundle r = 1, this can be proved easier as follows.
Lemma 4.3. The set
√−1dΩ0 ⊕ dcΩ0 is included in K. Conversely,
for k ∈ N and 0 < α < 1, the elements of K with the small Ck,α norms
are contained in
√−1dΩ0 ⊕ dcΩ0.
Proof. For any f1, f2 ∈ Ω0, set f = e−f2+
√−1f1 . Then,
2
√−1Im (f−1∂¯f) =2√−1Im (−∂¯f2 +
√−1∂¯f1)
=(−∂¯ + ∂)f2 +
√−1(∂¯ + ∂)f1 =
√−1(df1 + dcf2),
which implies that
√−1dΩ0 ⊕ dcΩ0 ⊂ K. By (4.3), we have
T0K = { 2
√−1Im (∂¯f) | f ∈ Ω0C }.
Setting f = f1 +
√−1f2 for f1, f2 ∈ Ω0, the same computation as
above implies that 2
√−1Im (∂¯f) = √−1(−dcf1 + df2). Hence, we see
that T0K =
√−1dΩ0⊕ dcΩ0. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we
obtain the second statement. 
Proposition 4.4. The quotient space C = A/G is a manifold of dimen-
sion b1 (not necessarily Hausdorff), where b1 is the first Betti number.
Proof. Take any subspace Hˆ1 ⊂ Z1 such that Z1 = Hˆ1 ⊕ dΩ0. Then,
by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.11 (see also (4.2)
and Lemma 4.3), we see that for any ∇ ∈ A, the map
(4.4) v∇ :
√−1Hˆ1 → A/G, A 7→ [∇+ A · idL]
gives a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of 0 ∈ √−1Hˆ1 to that
of [∇] ∈ A/G = C. 
Now, we consider the relation between M and C. Since F−1(0) ⊂ A
and GU ⊂ G, we have an induced map
hol :M→ C.
Proposition 4.5. The map hol : M → C gives a homeomorphism
from a neighborhood of [∇] ∈ M to that of [∇] ∈ C for any [∇] ∈ M.
In particular, each fiber of hol is discrete.
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Proof. In (4.4), set Hˆ1 = H˜1d,∇, the space of harmonic 1-forms with
respect to η˜∇. Then, in local coordinates, the map hol is represented
as
(v−1∇ ◦ hol ◦ u∇)(ξ) = ξ
for any ξ ∈ U∇ ⊂ H˜1d,∇, where u∇ is defined in (4.1). Then, we see that
the map hol : M → C is a local homeomorphism, which also implies
the last statement. 
Remark 4.6. We describe the conclusion of Proposition 4.5 as Figure
1. This figure also indicates some possibilities for the relation between
M and C. First, the map hol :M→ C is in general not surjective. In
other words, the set hol−1(c) could be empty for some c ∈ C. Such a
holomorphic line bundle is actually found in [3, Example 8.8]. Second,
we do not know whether the number of sheets (if it is finite) over
c ∈ hol(M) ⊂ C is constant or not.
Figure 1. M and C
4.3. The moduli space of dHYM metrics. Instead of connections,
metrics satisfying the dHYM equation have been also studied. In con-
trast to dHYM connections, it is proved by [7, Theorem 1.1] that the
moduli space of dHYM metrics is discrete. In this subsection, as an
application of Proposition 4.5, we give an alternative proof of it.
Assume that a holomorphic structure of L → X is fixed. Then,
a Hermitian metric of L is called a deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills
(dHYM) metric with phase e
√−1θ if its Chern connection is a deformed
Hermitian Yang–Mills connection with phase e
√−1θ. We denote the
moduli space of deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills metrics with phase
e
√−1θ of L→ X modulo positive scalar multiplication by
N := { h : dHYM metrics with phase e
√−1θ of L }/R+.
Throughout this subsection, we assume that N 6= ∅. We construct
an injection from N to a fiber of hol : M → C and prove that N is
discrete (see also Figure 1).
Fix [h0] ∈ N as a reference metric. Recall that A, GU and M are
defined for a fixed pair of a smooth complex line bundle and a Hermitian
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metric. In the following, we use the underlying smooth structure of L
and h0 for A, GU and M. Each element [h] ∈ N is identified with
f : X → R+, up to positive scalar multiplication, so that h = fh0, and
induces a connection defined by
(4.5)
∇h :=∇0 +
√−1
2
dc (log f) · idL
=∇0 −√−1 Im(f−1∂¯f) · idL,
where ∇0 is the Chern connection of h0. Then, it is easy to see that ∇h
is a Hermitian connection for h0 and ∇h ∈ A since (
√−1/2)dc (log f)
is a pure imaginary form and F∇h = F∇0 + (
√−1/2)ddc (log f) is a
(1, 1)-form.
Lemma 4.7. The connection ∇h is a deformed Hermitian Yang–Mills
connection.
Proof. Fix an open set U and nonvanishing holomorphic section e ∈
Γ(U, L). Let Fh be the curvature 2-form of the Chern connection de-
fined by h. Then,
Fh =
√−1
2
ddc (log h(e, e)) = F∇0 +
√−1
2
ddc (log f) = F∇h .
Since h is a dHYM metric, it satisfies Im(e−
√−1θ(ω + Fh)n) = 0. This
means that ∇h is a dHYM connection. 
Thus, we have a map I : N → M defined by I([h]) := [∇h]. It is
clear that I is well-defined. Denote by ∗ the equivalence class of ∇0 in
A/G = C.
Theorem 4.8. The image of I : N → M is embedded in the fiber
hol−1(∗) of hol : M → C. In particular, N is a smooth manifold of
dimension 0.
Proof. First, we prove that I : N → M is injective. Fix [h], [h′] ∈ N
and assume I([h]) = I([h′]). Write h = fh0 and h′ = f ′h0. Put
g := f ′/f . Then, we have
∇h′ −∇h =
√−1
2
dc (log g) · idL.
Since [∇h′ ] = [∇h] in A/GU by assumption, there exists g′ ∈ C∞(X,S1)
such that (
√−1/2)dc (log g) = (g′)−1dg′ by (3.10). Thus, ddc (log g) =
0. This implies that g is a positive constant. Hence, [h] = [h′] in N
and the proof of the injectivity is completed.
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Next, by (4.5) and Lemma 4.3, we see that ∇h is equivalent to ∇0
in A/G = C. Thus, hol(I(N )) = { ∗ }. The last part of the state-
ment follows from the latter part of Proposition 4.5, that is, hol−1(∗)
is discrete. 
5. Deformations of dDT connections for G2-manifolds
Let (X7, ϕ, g) be a compact G2-manifold and L → X be a smooth
complex line bundle with a Hermitian metric h.
Definition 5.1. A Hermitian connection ∇ of (L, h) satisfying
(5.1)
1
6
F 3∇ + F∇ ∧ ∗ϕ = 0
is called a deformed Donaldson–Thomas (dDT) connection. Here, F∇
is the curvature of ∇. As in Section 3, we regard F∇ as a
√−1R-valued
closed 2-form on X .
5.1. Some properties of dDT connections. Use the notation (and
identities) of Appendix B. Before studying deformations of dDT con-
nections, we give some properties of dDT connections.
Lemma 5.2. A Hermitian connection ∇ of (L, h) satisfies (5.1) if and
only if
(5.2) ∗ F∇ + ϕ ∧ F∇ = −1
6
(∗F 3∇) ∧ ∗ϕ.
Proof. Set (F∇)7 = π27(F∇) ∈
√−1Ω27. Then, π27(F∇) =
√−1i(u)ϕ for
some vector field u. Then, we have
∗F∇ + ϕ ∧ F∇ = 3 ∗ (F∇)7 = 3
√−1u♭ ∧ ∗ϕ.
Since • ∧ ∗ϕ : Ω1 → Ω5 is injective, we see that (5.2) is equivalent to
3
√−1u♭ = −∗F 3∇/6. On the other hand, since F∇∧∗ϕ = (F∇)7∧∗ϕ =
3
√−1 ∗ u♭, we see that (5.1) is equivalent to (5.2). 
Remark 5.3. By Corollary C.3, if a Hermitian connection ∇ of (L, h)
satisfies F 3∇/6+F∇∧∗ϕ = 0, we have ϕ∧∗F 2∇ = 0. This equation is also
implied by the real Fourier–Mukai transform. This will be explained
in our forthcoming paper.
Set (F∇)j = π2j (F∇) ∈
√−1Ω2j for j = 7, 14. If ∇ is a dDT con-
nection, the norms of (F∇)7 and (F∇)14 satisfy the following relation.
Though we do not use Proposition 5.4 in this paper, we believe that
this decomposition will be helpful for the further research of dDT con-
nections. The proof is given in Appendix D.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that ∇ is a dDT connection. Then,
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(1) if (F∇)14 = 0, we have (F∇)7 = 0 or |(F∇)7| = 3.
(2) We have
|(F∇)7| ≤
√
2|(F∇)14|2 + 12 cos
(
1
3
arccos
( |(F∇)14|3
(|(F∇)14|2 + 6)3/2
))
.
Next, we explain the relation between dDT connections and dHYM
connections. Let (Y 6, ω, g, J,Ω) be a real 6 dimensional Calabi–Yau
manifold and L→ Y be a smooth complex line bundle with a Hermitian
metric h. Then, X7 := S1 × Y 6 has an induced G2-structure ϕ given
by
ϕ := dx ∧ ω + ReΩ,
where x is a coordinate of S1. Lee and Leung [9, Section 2.4.1] proved
that if a Hermitian connection ∇ of (L, h) is dHYM with phase 1 on
Y 6, the pullback of ∇ is a dDT connection on X7. The converse also
holds.
Lemma 5.5. A Hermitian connection ∇ of (L, h) is a dHYM connec-
tion with phase 1 if and only if the pullback of ∇ is a dDT connection.
Proof. Since ∗ϕ = ω2/2− dx ∧ ImΩ, we have
1
6
F 3∇ + F∇ ∧ ∗ϕ =
1
6
(
F 3∇ + 3F∇ ∧ ω2
)− dx ∧ F∇ ∧ ImΩ.
Since we know that
0 =
√−1Im (ω + F∇)3 = 3ω2 ∧ F∇ + F 3∇,
F 3∇/6+F∇∧∗ϕ = 0 if and only if Im (ω+F∇)3 = 0 and F∇∧ ImΩ = 0.
We can show that F∇ ∧ ImΩ = 0 if and only if F 0,2∇ = 0 as follows.
Since F∇ is
√−1R-valued, it is immediate to see that F∇ ∧ ImΩ = 0
if F 0,2∇ = 0. Conversely, suppose that F∇ ∧ ImΩ = 0. Since F∇ is√−1R-valued and F 2,0∇ ∧ Ω = F 1,1∇ ∧ Ω = 0, we see that
F∇ ∧ ImΩ =
√−1Im
(
F∇√−1 ∧ Ω
)
=
√−1Im
(
F 0,2∇√−1 ∧ Ω
)
=
1
2
√−1(F
0,2
∇ ∧ Ω + F 0,2∇ ∧ Ω).
Since the first term is in Ω3,2(Y 6) and the second term is in Ω2,3(Y 6), it
follows that F 0,2∇ ∧Ω = 0. Since •∧Ω : Ω0,2(Y 6)→ Ω3,2(Y 6) is injective,
which follows from the pointwise calculation, we obtain F 0,2∇ = 0. 
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5.2. Definition of the moduli space of dDT connections. In
this subsection, we define the moduli space of dDT connections. Let
(X7, ϕ, g) be a compact G2-manifold and L→ X be a smooth complex
line bundle with a Hermitian metric h. Let
A0 ={∇ | a Hermitian connection of (L, h) }
=∇ +√−1Ω1 · idL
where ∇ ∈ A0 is any fixed connection. Define a deformation map FG2
by
(5.3) FG2 : A0 →
√−1Ω6, ∇ 7→ 1
6
F 3∇ + F∇ ∧ ∗ϕ.
Each element of F−1G2 (0) is a dDT connection.
Let GU be the group of unitary gauge transformations of (L, h). The
action GU × A0 → A0 is defined by (λ,∇) 7→ λ−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ λ. By (3.10),
the GU -orbit through ∇ ∈ A0 is given by
(5.4) ∇+ { f−1df ∈ √−1Ω1 | f ∈ Ω0
C
, |f | = 1 } · idL.
Since the curvature 2-form F∇ is invariant under the action of GU ,
FG2 reduces to
FG2 : A0/GU →
√−1Ω6, [∇] 7→ 1
6
F 3∇ + F∇ ∧ ∗ϕ.
Definition 5.6. The moduli space of deformed Donaldson–Thomas
connections of (L, h), denoted by MG2, is given by
MG2 = FG2−1(0)(= F−1G2 (0)/GU).
By [8, Corollary 7.1.15], A0/GU is Hausdorff, and hence, MG2 is
also Hausdorff. In [8], a manifold X is assumed to be Ka¨hler, but the
Ka¨hler condition is unnecessary for the proof.
5.3. The infinitesimal deformation. For the rest of Section 5, we
suppose that MG2 6= ∅. In this subsection, we study the infinitesimal
deformation of dDT connections.
To study the infinitesimal deformation is the most nontrivial part
in Section 5. The key is Theorem C.1, which describes F 2∇/2 + ∗ϕ in
terms of a new coclosed G2-structure defined by ϕ and ∇. The proof is
given in Appendix C. It is basically a pointwise computation, but we
have to use the equation FG2(∇) = 0 effectively, which makes Theorem
C.1 highly nontrivial. Then, we can describe the linearization “nicely”,
which enables us to control the deformations of dDT connections by
the complex (#∇) in this subsection.
We now describe the linearization of FG2. Use the notation of Appen-
dix C. Fix ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0). Since F∇ is
√−1R-valued, ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0) implies
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that −√−1F∇ ∈ Ω2 satisfies −(−
√−1F∇)3/6 + (−
√−1F∇) ∧ ∗ϕ = 0.
Then, by Theorem C.1, we have 1 + 〈F 2∇, ∗ϕ〉/2 6= 0. Define a new
G2-structure ϕ˜∇ by
ϕ˜∇ =
∣∣∣∣1 + 12〈F 2∇, ∗ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣−3/4 (idTX + (−√−1F∇)♯)∗ϕ.
Note that ϕ˜∇ is coclosed by (C.3) since ∗ϕ and F∇ are closed. Denote
by g˜∇ the Riemannian metric on X induced from ϕ˜∇ via (B.2). Denote
by ∗˜∇ and d∗˜∇ the Hodge star and the formal adjoint of the exterior
derivative d with respect to g˜∇, respectively.
Remark 5.7. The definition of the G2-structure ϕ˜∇ is inspired by
the description of the Hermitian metric η∇ in Proposition 3.3 and the
compatibility of dDT connections and dHYM connections in Lemma
5.5. It turns out to be successful for the deformation theory of dDT
connections.
The linearization of FG2 at ∇ is given as follows. The next statement
is most nontrivial in this section, which follows from Theorem C.1.
Proposition 5.8. The linearization δ∇FG2 :
√−1Ω1 → √−1Ω6 of
FG2 at ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0) is given by
(5.5) (δ∇FG2)(
√−1b) = C√−1db ∧ ∗˜∇ϕ˜∇,
where C = 1 if 1 + 〈F 2∇, ∗ϕ〉/2 > 0 and C = −1 if it is negative.
Proof. By the definition of FG2 in (5.3), δ∇FG2 is given by
δ∇FG2(
√−1b) =√−1db ∧
(
1
2
F 2∇ + ∗ϕ
)
=
√−1db ∧
(
−1
2
(−√−1F∇)2 + ∗ϕ
)
for b ∈ Ω1. Since −(−√−1F∇)3/6+(−
√−1F∇)∧∗ϕ = 0, (C.3) implies
(5.5). 
For any fixed ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0), consider the following complex
(#∇) 0→√−1Ω0 d→√−1Ω1 δ∇FG2−→ √−1dΩ5 → 0,
which is the complex (#G2) in Subsection 2.3 for ϕ˜∇ multiplied by
√−1
due to (5.5). In particular, (#∇) is considered to be a subcomplex of
the canonical complex, which is elliptic.
By (5.4), the tangent space of GU -orbit through ∇ is identified with
dΩ1. Hence, the first cohomology H1(#∇) of (#∇) is considered to
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be the tangent space of MG2. We show that the second cohomology
H2(#∇) is the obstruction space in Theorem 5.11.
By Corollary 2.10, the expected dimension ofMG2 is given as follows.
Lemma 5.9. The expected dimension of MG2 is given by
dimH1(#∇)− dimH2(#∇)
which is equal to b1, the first Betti number.
5.4. The local structure of MG2. We consider the smoothness of
MG2. First, note the following.
Lemma 5.10. The image of FG2 is contained in
√−1dΩ5.
Proof. Given two connections ∇,∇′ ∈ A0, we know that F∇′ − F∇ ∈√−1dΩ1. Then, it follows that
FG2(∇′)−FG2(∇) ∈
√−1dΩ5.
Thus, if we take ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0), the statement follows. 
Fix any ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0). Set
Ω1
d∗˜∇
= { d∗˜∇-closed 1-forms on X }.
By (5.4), the tangent space of GU -orbit through ∇ is identified with
dΩ1. Then, by the Hodge decomposition with respect to g˜∇ and the
same argument as in Subsection 3.4, we can show that√−1Ω1
d∗˜∇
→ A0/GU , A 7→ [∇+ A · idL]
gives a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of 0 ∈ √−1Ω1
d∗˜∇
to that
of [∇] ∈ A0/GU . Hence, a neighborhood of [∇] in MG2 is homeomor-
phic to that of 0 in
S˜∇ = { a ∈ Ω1d∗˜∇ | FG2(∇+
√−1a · idL) = 0 }.
Theorem 5.11. If H2(#∇) = { 0 } for ∇ ∈ F−1G2 (0), the moduli space
MG2 is a smooth manifold near [∇] of dimension b1, where b1 is the
first Betti number.
Proof. We only have to show that S˜∇ is a smooth manifold near 0.
Since Im(FG2) ⊂
√−1dΩ5 by Lemma 5.10 and Im(δ∇FG2) =
√−1dΩ5
by H2(#∇) = { 0 }, we can apply the implicit function theorem (after
the Banach completion) to
Ω1
d∗˜∇
→√−1dΩ5, a 7→ FG2(∇+
√−1a · idL).
Then, we see that S˜∇ is a smooth manifold near 0. Its dimension is
dimH1(#∇), which is equal to b1 by Corollary 2.11 (or Lemma 5.9).
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As for the regularity of elements in F−1G2 (0) in the Banach completion,
note that
S˜∇ = { a ∈ Ω1 | FG2(∇ +
√−1a · idL) = 0, d∗˜∇a = 0 }.
Since
(δ∇FG2, d∗˜∇) :
√−1Ω1 →√−1 (Ω6 ⊕ Ω0)
is overdetermined elliptic by the ellipticity of (#∇) at
√−1Ω1, we see
that S˜∇ is the solution space of an overdetermined elliptic equation
around 0. Thus, all solutions around 0 are smooth. 
Remark 5.12. If ϕ˜∇ is torsion-free or nearly parallel G2, MG2 is
smooth near [∇]. It is because by [4, Theorems 9 and 10], we have
H1dR = H
1(#∇), which is equivalent to H2(#∇) = { 0 } by Corollary
2.11.
In particular, if a connection ∇ is flat, which is obviously a dDT
connection, we have ϕ˜∇ = ϕ, and hence, MG2 is smooth near [∇].
On the other hand, the space of flat Hermitian connections is ∇ +√−1Z1 and the tangent space of GU -orbit through ∇ is identified with
dΩ1 by (5.4). Thus, we have a b1-dimensional family of flat Hermitian
connections inMG2. In particular, a neighborhood of a flat connection
∇ in MG2 consists of flat connections.
Remark 5.13. Theorem 5.11 holds if the initial G2-structure ϕ is
coclosed (not necessarily torsion-free). Indeed, the proof of Theorem
5.11 depends on the coclosedness of ϕ˜∇, which follows from d ∗ ϕ = 0
and dF∇ = 0 (cf. the beginning of Subsection 5.3).
5.5. Varying the G2-structure. Let X
7 be a compact 7-manifold
with a coclosed G2-structure ϕ and L→ X be a smooth complex line
bundle with a Hermitian metric h. Set ψ = ∗ϕ. Note that ϕ is not nec-
essarily torsion-free in this subsection. In Theorem 5.11 (and Remark
5.13), we give the condition for the moduli space of dDT connections
to be smooth if it is not empty. In this subsection, we show that it is a
smooth b1-dimensional manifold (or empty) if we perturb ψ generically
in the same cohomology class as ψ in some cases. Note that we fix
the Hermitian metric on L unlike Section 3.6. The similar statements
are given by Gayet [5] in the case of associative submanifolds and by
Mun˜oz and Shahbazi [15] in the case of Spin(7)-instantons. We follow
the proof of these papers.
In this subsection, we also call a 4-form that is pointwisely identified
with (B.3) a G2-structure. Define Pψ ⊂ ψ + dΩ3 by
Pψ = {ψ′ ∈ Ω4 | ψ′ is a G2-structure, dψ′ = 0 and [ψ′] = [ψ] ∈ H4dR }.
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Define a map F̂G2 : Pψ ×A0 →
√−1Ω6 by
F̂G2(ψ′,∇′) =
1
6
F 3∇′ + F∇′ ∧ ψ′
and set
M̂G2 =
{
(ψ′, [∇′]) ∈ Pψ ×A0/GU | F̂G2(ψ′,∇′) = 0
}
.
For each ψ′ ∈ Pψ, setMG2,ψ′ = M̂G2 ∩ ({ψ′ }×A0/GU) and this is the
moduli space of deformed Donaldson–Thomas connections with respect
to the G2-structure ψ
′.
For the rest of this subsection, we suppose that MG2,ψ 6= ∅ for the
initial coclosed G2-structure ψ. As in Lemma 5.10, we see the following.
Lemma 5.14. The image of F̂G2 is contained in
√−1dΩ5.
Proof. For any ψ1, ψ2 ∈ Pψ and ∇1,∇2 ∈ A0, we know that ψ2 − ψ1 ∈
dΩ3 and F∇2 − F∇1 ∈
√−1dΩ1. Then,
F∇2 ∧ψ2−F∇1 ∧ψ1 = (F∇2 −F∇1)∧ψ2+ F∇1 ∧ (ψ2−ψ1) ∈
√−1dΩ5,
and hence,
F̂G2(ψ2,∇2)− F̂G2(ψ1,∇1) ∈
√−1dΩ5.
Thus, if we take (ψ1,∇1) ∈ F̂−1G2 (0), the statement follows. 
Lemma 5.15. Use the notation of Subsection 5.3. Let ∇ be a dDT
connection with respect to ψ = ∗ϕ. Denote by (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ the space
of elements in
√−1dΩ5 orthogonal to the image of the linearization
δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2 at (ψ,∇) with respect to the L2 inner product induced from
g˜∇.
(1) The map δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2 : dΩ3 ×
√−1Ω1 → √−1dΩ5 is surjective if
and only if (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ = { 0 }.
(2) For η ∈ d∗˜∇Ω2, ∗˜∇η ∈ (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ if and only if
F∇ ∧ dη = 0 and ψ ∧ dη = 0.
Proof. We first prove (1). By the definition of F̂G2 , we see that
δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2(dξ,
√−1b) = F∇ ∧ dξ +
√−1db ∧
(
1
2
F 2∇ + ψ
)
(5.6)
for ξ ∈ Ω3 and b ∈ Ω1. For simplicity, define D1 :
√−1Ω1 → √−1dΩ5
and D2 : dΩ
3 → √−1dΩ5 by
D1(
√−1b) = √−1db ∧
(
1
2
F 2∇ + ψ
)
, D2(dξ) = F∇ ∧ dξ.
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Then, Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2 = ImD1 + ImD2. By the proof of Corollary 2.10
and (5.5), there exists a finite dimensional subspace W ⊂ √−1dΩ5
such that √−1dΩ5 = W ⊕ ImD1,
which is an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the L2 inner
product induced from g˜∇. Let U be the orthogonal complement of
W∩(ImD1+ImD2) inW with respect to the L2 inner product induced
from g˜∇. Then, since ImD1+ImD2 = (W ∩ (ImD1+ImD2))⊕ ImD1,
we obtain the following orthogonal decomposition
√−1dΩ5 = U ⊕ (ImD1 + ImD2)
with respect to the L2 inner product induced from g˜∇. By construction,
U = (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥, and hence, we obtain (1).
Next, we prove (2). By (5.6), ∗˜∇η ∈ (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ if and only if∫
X
F∇ ∧ dξ ∧ η = 0 and
∫
X
db ∧
(
1
2
F 2∇ + ψ
)
∧ η = 0
for any ξ ∈ Ω3 and b ∈ Ω1. Since F∇ and ψ are closed, this is equivalent
to
F∇ ∧ dη = 0 and
(
1
2
F 2∇ + ψ
)
∧ dη = 0,
and the proof is completed. 
Theorem 5.16. Let ∇ be a dDT connection with respect to the G2-
structure ψ = ∗ϕ such that dψ = 0. Suppose that one of the following
conditions hold.
(1) The G2-structure ψ is torsion-free.
(2) The connection ∇ satisfies F 3∇ 6= 0.
Then, for every generic ψ′ ∈ Pψ close to ψ, the subset of elements
of the moduli space MG2,ψ′ close to [∇] is a smooth b1-dimensional
manifold (or empty).
Proof. We first show that δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2 : dΩ3 ×
√−1Ω1 → √−1dΩ5 is
surjective if we assume (1) or (2). By Lemma 5.15, we only have to
show that (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ = { 0 }.
Suppose that ∗˜∇η ∈ (Im δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)⊥ for η ∈ d∗˜∇Ω2. If (1) holds, by
Lemma 5.15 (2), we have ψ ∧ dη = 0, and hence, dη ∈ Ω214. Then,
−dη = ∗(dη ∧ ϕ) = ∗d(η ∧ ϕ),
which implies that dη = 0 by the Hodge decomposition. Since η ∈
d∗˜∇Ω2, it follows that η = 0.
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Suppose that (2) holds. Set F = −√−1F∇ ∈ Ω2 and F = i(u)ϕ +
F14, where u is a vector field and F14 ∈ Ω214. Since ∇ is a dDT con-
nection, we have i(u)F14 = 0 by Lemma C.2. By Lemma 5.15 (2), we
have dη ∈ Ω214 and F ∧ dη = 0. Then, Lemma B.3 implies that dη = 0,
and hence, η = 0.
Next, we show that M̂G2 is smooth near (ψ, [∇]) by the implicit
function theorem. As in Subsection 5.4, the map
Pψ × Ω1d∗˜∇ → Pψ ×A0/GU , (ψ′, a) 7→ (ψ′, [∇+
√−1a · idL])
gives a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of (ψ, 0) ∈ Pψ ×Ω1d∗˜∇ to
that of (ψ, [∇]) ∈ Pψ × A0/GU . Hence, a neighborhood of (ψ, [∇]) in
M̂G2 is homeomorphic to that of (ψ, 0) in
Ŝ(ψ,∇) =
{
(ψ′, a) ∈ Pψ × Ω1d∗˜∇ | F̂G2(ψ′,∇+
√−1a · idL) = 0
}
.
Thus, we only have to show that Ŝ(ψ,∇) is smooth near (ψ, 0). By the
proof above, the map
(δ(ψ,∇)F̂G2)|dΩ3×Ω1
d∗˜∇
: dΩ3 × Ω1
d∗˜∇
→ √−1dΩ5
is surjective if we assume (1) or (2). Then, since Im (F̂G2) ⊂
√−1dΩ5
by Lemma 5.14, we can apply the implicit function theorem (after the
Banach completion) to
Pψ × Ω1d∗˜∇ →
√−1dΩ5, (ψ′, a) 7→ F̂G2(ψ′,∇+
√−1a · idL)
and we see that Ŝ(ψ,∇) is smooth near (ψ, 0).
Finally, we complete the proof. By the Sard–Smale theorem applied
to the projection M̂G2 → Pψ, for every generic ψ′ ∈ Pψ close to ψ,
MG2,ψ′ (= M̂G2 ∩ ({ψ′ }×A0/GU)) is a smooth manifold or an empty
set near [∇]. Note that we can recover the regularity of elements in
F̂−1G2 (0) as in the proof of Theorem 3.16. 
Appendix A. Basic identities and the Hodge decomposition
In this appendix, we collect some basic definitions and equations
which are used throughout this paper.
A.1. The Hodge-∗ operator. Let V be an n-dimensional oriented
real vector space with a scalar product g. By an abuse of notation,
we also denote by g the induced inner product on ΛkV ∗ from g. Let ∗
be the Hodge-∗ operator. The following identities are frequently used
throughout this paper.
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For α, β ∈ ΛkV ∗ and v ∈ V , we have
∗2|ΛkV ∗ = (−1)k(n−k)idΛkV ∗ , g(∗α, ∗β) = g(α, β),
i(v) ∗ α = (−1)k ∗ (v♭ ∧ α), ∗(i(v)α) = (−1)k+1v♭ ∧ ∗α.
A.2. The dc operator. Let (X, J) be a complex manifold with a Her-
mitian metric g. For a differential form α ∈ Ω•, set
Jα := α(J( · ), · · · , J( · )).(A.1)
Then, the complex differential dc is defined by
dc = J
−1 ◦ d ◦ J = √−1(∂¯ − ∂).
In particular, for a function f ∈ Ω0, we have dcf = J−1df = −df(J( · )).
The formal adjoint d∗c of dc is given by
d∗c = J
−1 ◦ d∗ ◦ J = − ∗ dc ∗ .
In particular, for a 1-form α ∈ Ω1, we have
d∗cα = d
∗(Jα) = d∗(α(J( · ))).
It is immediate to see that 2
√−1∂∂¯ = ddc.
A.3. The Hodge decomposition. Let (X, g) be a compact oriented
Riemannian manifold. By the Hodge decomposition, for any k ≥ 0,
(A.2) Ωk = Hkd ⊕ dΩk−1 ⊕ d∗Ωk+1,
where Hkd is the space of harmonic k-forms. Denote by ∆ = dd∗ + d∗d
the Laplacian with respect to g.
Let (X, J) be a compact complex manifold with a Hermitian metric
g. Then, { dc : Ωk → Ωk+1 }k≥0 is an elliptic complex. Indeed, the
principal symbol of dc is given by
(σξ(dc))(α) = J
−1(ξ ∧ Jα)
for x ∈ X, ξ ∈ T ∗xX and α ∈ ΛkT ∗xX . If (σξ(dc))(α) = 0 for ξ 6= 0, there
exists β ∈ Λk−1T ∗xX such that Jα = ξ ∧ β. Then, α = J−1(ξ ∧ β) =
J−1(ξ ∧ J(J−1β)) ∈ Im (σξ(dc)).
Then, the Hodge Theory is applicable for the dc-Laplacian ∆dc =
dcd
∗
c + d
∗
cdc, and we have
(A.3) Ωk = Hkdc ⊕ dcΩk−1 ⊕ d∗cΩk+1,
where Hkdc = {α ∈ Ωk | dcα = 0 and d∗cα = 0 }.
For the rest of the section, we suppose that (X, J, g) is a compact
Ka¨hler manifold. It is well-known that
∆ = ∆dc , ddc = −dcd, d∗dc = −dcd∗, d∗cd = −dd∗c .
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Then, we have Hkd = Hkdc and applying (A.3) to (A.2), we have
Ωk = Hkd ⊕ ddcΩk−2 ⊕ dd∗cΩk ⊕ d∗dcΩk ⊕ d∗d∗cΩk+2.
Note that this is the orthogonal decomposition with respect to the L2
inner product. By this decomposition, we immediately see
(A.4) dΩk ∩ dcΩk = ddcΩk−1.
Using this, we see the following.
Lemma A.1. Define a map T : Ω1 → Ω0,2 by
T (a) = π0,2(da),
where π0,2(da) is the (0, 2)-part of da ∈ Ω2. Then, ker T = Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0,
where Z1 is the space of closed 1-forms.
Proof. Suppose that a ∈ ker T . Since da is a real 2-form, π0,2(da) = 0
if and only if da ∈ Ω1,1, that is, Jda = da. Then, by (A.4), we see that
da ∈ dΩ1 ∩ dcΩ1 = ddcΩ0, which implies that a ∈ Z1 ⊕ dcΩ0.
Conversely, take any a ∈ Z1⊕dcΩ0. Then, da ∈ ddcΩ0 =
√−1∂∂¯Ω0,
which implies that da ∈ Ω1,1, and hence, a ∈ ker T . 
Appendix B. Basics on G2-geometry
In this appendix, we collect some basic definitions and equations on
G2-geometry which we needed in the calculations in this paper for the
reader’s convenience.
Let V be an oriented 7-dimensional vector space. A G2-structure on
V is a 3-form ϕ ∈ Λ3V ∗ such that there is a positively oriented basis
{ ei }7i=1 of V with the dual basis { ei }7i=1 of V ∗ satisfying
(B.1) ϕ = e123 + e145 + e167 + e246 − e257 − e347 − e356,
where ei1...ik is short for ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eik . Setting vol := e1···7, the 3-form
ϕ uniquely determines an inner product gϕ via
(B.2) gϕ(u, v) vol =
1
6
i(u)ϕ ∧ i(v)ϕ ∧ ϕ
for u, v ∈ V . It follows that any oriented basis { ei }7i=1 for which (B.1)
holds is orthonormal with respect to gϕ. Thus, the Hodge-dual of ϕ
with respect to gϕ is given by
(B.3) ∗ ϕ = e4567 + e2367 + e2345 + e1357 − e1346 − e1256 − e1247.
The stabilizer of ϕ is known to be the exceptional 14-dimensional simple
Lie group G2 ⊂ GL(V ). The elements of G2 preserve both gϕ and vol,
that is, G2 ⊂ SO(V, gϕ).
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We summarize important well-known facts about the decomposition
of tensor products of G2-modules into irreducible summands. Denote
by Vk the k-dimensional irreducible G2-module if there is a unique such
module. For instance, V7 is the irreducible 7-dimensional G2-module
V from above, and V ∗7 ∼= V7. For its exterior powers, we obtain the
decompositions
(B.4)
Λ0V ∗ ∼= Λ7V ∗ ∼= V1, Λ2V ∗ ∼= Λ5V ∗ ∼= V7 ⊕ V14,
Λ1V ∗ ∼= Λ6V ∗ ∼= V7, Λ3V ∗ ∼= Λ4V ∗ ∼= V1 ⊕ V7 ⊕ V27,
where ΛkV ∗ ∼= Λ7−kV ∗ due to the G2-invariance of the Hodge isomor-
phism ∗ : ΛkV ∗ → Λ7−kV ∗. We denote by Λkl V ∗ ⊂ ΛkV ∗ the subspace
isomorphic to Vl. Let
πkl : Λ
kV ∗ → Λkl V ∗
be the canonical projection. Identities for these spaces we need in this
paper are as follows.
(B.5)
Λ27V
∗ ={ i(u)ϕ | u ∈ V }
={α ∈ Λ2V ∗ | ∗(ϕ ∧ α) = 2α },
Λ214V
∗ ={α ∈ Λ2V ∗ | ∗ϕ ∧ α = 0 }
={α ∈ Λ2V ∗ | ∗(ϕ ∧ α) = −α },
Λ31V
∗ =Rϕ,
Λ37V
∗ ={ i(u) ∗ ϕ ∈ Λ3V ∗ | u ∈ V }.
Let SkVl be the space of symmetric k-tensors on Vl. We use the follow-
ing irreducible decompositions in this paper.
(B.6)
S2V7 =V1 ⊕ V27,
S2V14 =V1 ⊕ V27 ⊕ V77,
V7 ⊗ V14 =V7 ⊕ V27 ⊕ V64.
The following equations are well-known and useful in this paper.
Lemma B.1. For any u ∈ V , we have the following identities.
ϕ ∧ i(u) ∗ ϕ = −4 ∗ u♭,
∗ϕ ∧ i(u)ϕ = 3 ∗ u♭,
ϕ ∧ i(u)ϕ = 2 ∗ (i(u)ϕ) = 2u♭ ∧ ∗ϕ.
The following equations are useful in Appendix D.
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Lemma B.2. For any u ∈ V and β ∈ Λ214V ∗, we have the following.
(i(u)ϕ)3 = 6|u|2 ∗ u♭,(B.7)
(i(u)ϕ)2 ∧ β = 2 ∗ ϕ ∧ u♭ ∧ i(u)β,(B.8)
(i(u)ϕ) ∧ β2 = −|β|2 ∗ u♭ + ϕ ∧ i(u)(β2).(B.9)
Proof. Since i(u)ϕ ∈ Λ27V ∗, we see that
(i(u)ϕ)2 ∧ ϕ = i(u)ϕ ∧ 2 ∗ (i(u)ϕ) = 2|i(u)ϕ|2vol = 6|u|2vol.
Taking the interior product by u of both sides, we obtain (B.7). Simi-
larly, taking the interior product by u of both sides of
ϕ ∧ i(u)ϕ ∧ β = 0,
we obtain
0 = (i(u)ϕ)2 ∧ β − ϕ ∧ i(u)ϕ ∧ i(u)β
= (i(u)ϕ)2 ∧ β − 2 ∗ ϕ ∧ u♭ ∧ i(u)β,
which implies (B.8). For (B.9), since β ∈ Λ214V ∗, we have
ϕ ∧ β2 = −|β|2vol.
Hence, we obtain
(i(u)ϕ) ∧ β2 − ϕ ∧ i(u)(β2) = −|β|2 ∗ u♭,
which implies (B.9). 
The following lemma is essential in the proof of Theorem 5.16.
Lemma B.3. For u ∈ V and β, γ ∈ Λ214V ∗, set F = i(u)ϕ+ β. If
i(u)β = 0, F 3 6= 0, F ∧ γ = 0,
we have γ = 0.
Note that we cannot drop the assumption F 3 6= 0. If we set u =
0, β = e23 − e45 and γ = e24 + e35, we have F ∧ γ = 0.
Proof. Recall that every element in g2 is Ad(G2)-conjugate to an ele-
ment of a Cartan subalgebra. Then, as in [1, Section 2.7.2], we may
assume that
β = λ1e
23 + λ2e
45 + λ3e
67(B.10)
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for λj ∈ R such that λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 0. Set
u =
7∑
j=1
ujej ,
γ =C1(e
23 − e45) + C2(e23 − e67) + C3(e13 + e46) + C4(e13 − e57)
+ C5(e
12 + e47) + C6(e
12 + e56) + C7(e
15 − e26) + C8(e15 + e37)
+ C9(e
14 − e27) + C10(e14 − e36) + C11(e17 + e24) + C12(e17 − e35)
+ C13(e
16 + e25) + C14(e
16 + e34),
for uj, Ck ∈ R.
Suppose that λ1λ2λ3 6= 0. Then, i(u)β = 0 implies that u = u1e1
and F = (u1 + λ1)e
23 + (u1 + λ2)e
45 + (u1 + λ3)e
67. Thus, F 3 6= 0 if
and only if u1 6= λj for any j = 1, 2, 3. Under the given assumptions,
direct but lengthy computations show that F ∧ γ = 0 implies that
C1 = · · · = C14 = 0, and hence, γ = 0.
Next, suppose that λ1λ2λ3 = 0 and β 6= 0. We may assume that
λ3 = 0 and set λ = λ1 = −λ2 6= 0. Then, i(u)β = 0 implies that
u = u1e1 + u
6e6 + u
7e7. Since β is invariant under the action of the
maximal torus, we may assume that u7 = 0. Then, direct but lengthy
computations show that
∗
(
F 3
6
)
= u1
(
(u1)2 + (u6)2 − λ2) e1 + u6 ((u1)2 + (u6)2 − λ2) e6
and F ∧ γ = 0 implies that γ = 0 under the given assumptions.
Finally, suppose that β = 0. Then, we may assume that γ is of the
form (B.10). By the action of the maximal torus, we may assume that
u3 = u5 = 0. By the direct computations again, we see that F ∧ γ = 0
implies that γ = 0 under the given assumptions. 
Definition B.4. Let X be an oriented 7-manifold. A G2-structure on
X is a 3-form ϕ ∈ Ω3 such that at each p ∈ X there is a positively
oriented basis { ei }7i=1 of TpX such that ϕp ∈ Λ3T ∗pX is of the form
(B.1). As noted above, ϕ determines a unique Riemannian metric
g = gϕ on X by (B.2), and the basis { ei }7i=1 is orthonormal with
respect to g. A G2-structure ϕ is called torsion-free if it is parallel
with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g = gϕ. A manifold with
a torsion-free G2-structure is called a G2-manifold.
A manifold X admits a G2-structure if and only if its frame bundle
is reduced to a G2-subbundle. Hence, considering its associated sub-
bundles, we see that Λ∗T ∗X has the same decomposition as in (B.4).
The algebraic identities above also hold.
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Appendix C. The induced G2-structure from a dDT
connection
This section is completely devoted to prove Theorem C.1 which is
mainly used in Subsection 5.3. Throughout this section, we use the
notation of Appendix B. Set V = R7 with the standard basis { ei }7i=1
and let g be the standard scalar product on V . For a 2-form F ∈ Λ2V ∗,
define F ♯ ∈ End(V ) by
g(F ♯(u), v) = F (u, v)
for u, v ∈ V . Then, F ♯ is skew-symmetric, and hence, det(I +F ♯) > 0,
where I is the identity matrix.
Now, define a G2-structure ϕF by
ϕF := (I + F
♯)∗ϕ,
where ϕ is the standard G2-structure given by (B.1). By the decom-
position (B.5) with respect to ϕ, set
(C.1) F = F7 + F14 = i(u)ϕ+ F14 ∈ Λ27V ∗ ⊕ Λ214V ∗
with u ∈ V . The main purpose of this appendix is to prove the following
theorem.
Theorem C.1. Suppose that a 2-form F satisfies −F 3/6+F ∧∗ϕ = 0.
Then, we have
(C.2) ∗ϕF ϕF = (I + F ♯)∗ ∗ ϕ =
(
1− 1
2
〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉
)
·
(
∗ϕ− 1
2
F 2
)
,
where ∗ϕF is the Hodge star defined by the G2-structure ϕF . In partic-
ular, we have 1− 〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉/2 6= 0.
For a moment, let’s assume Theorem C.1. Then, we can define a
new G2-structure ϕ˜F by
ϕ˜F =
∣∣∣∣1− 12〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉
∣∣∣∣−3/4 (I + F ♯)∗ϕ
since 1 − 〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉/2 6= 0. Denote by ∗˜F the Hodge star induced by
ϕ˜F . In general, for c > 0 and for any G2-structure ϕ
′, it is known that
the Hodge dual of c3ϕ′ with respect to the induced metric from c3ϕ′ is
c4 ∗′ ϕ′, where ∗′ is the Hodge star induced from ϕ′. Applying this fact
to (C.2), we obtain
(C.3) ∗˜F ϕ˜F = C
(
∗ϕ− 1
2
F 2
)
,
where C = 1 if 1− 〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉/2 > 0 and C = −1 if it is negative.
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We prove Theorem C.1 by the following lemmas. The next lemma
is particularly important for the computation.
Lemma C.2. Suppose that a 2-form F satisfies −F 3/6 + F ∧ ∗ϕ = 0.
Then, i(u)F = i(u)F14 = 0.
Proof. First, note that i(u)F = 0 is equivalent to u♭ ∧ ∗F = 0. By
F 3 = 6F ∧ ∗ϕ = 6i(u)ϕ ∧ ∗ϕ = 18 ∗ u♭, where we use Lemma B.1, we
only have to show ∗F 3 ∧ ∗F = 0.
For any 1-form α, we have
α ∧ ∗F 3 ∧ ∗F = ∗F 3 ∧ ∗(i(α♯)F ) = F 3 ∧ i(α♯)F = i(α♯)(F 4/4).
Since F 4 = 0, we obtain ∗F 3 ∧ ∗F = 0. 
Corollary C.3. Suppose that a 2-form F satisfies −F 3/6+F∧∗ϕ = 0.
Then, we have π47(F
2) = 0, or equivalently ϕ ∧ ∗F 2 = 0.
Proof. By (B.6) and the Schur’s lemma, we see that π47(F
2
7 ) = π
4
7(F
2
14) =
0 and π47(F
2) = 2π47(F7∧F14) is a constant multiple of i(u)F14∧ϕ, which
vanishes by Lemma C.2. 
To compute (I + F ♯)∗ ∗ ϕ, we first describe it in terms of F . The
following holds not only for ∗ϕ but also for any 4-form.
Lemma C.4. We have
(C.4)
(I + F ♯)∗ ∗ ϕ
= ∗ ϕ−
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ
+
1
2
∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, · , · )
− 1
6
∑
i,j,k
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · )
+
1
24
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ i(eℓ)F · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ).
Proof. It is enough to prove the identity for each monomial, for example
e4567. Then, from (I + F ♯)∗ej = ej − i(ej)F , it follows that
(I+F ♯)∗e4567 = (e4−i(e4)F )∧(e5−i(e5)F )∧(e6−i(e6)F )∧(e7−i(e7)F ).
Then, this gives the desired formula for (I + F ♯)∗ ∗ ϕ. 
The proof of Theorem C.1 will be completed by expressing each term
on the right hand side of (C.4) without using { ei }7i=1.
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Lemma C.5. For a 2-form F , we have∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ = 3u♭ ∧ ϕ.
Proof. By (B.4) and the Schur’s lemma, the space of G2-equivariant
linear maps from Λ2V ∗ to Λ4V ∗ is 1-dimensional. Since the map
Λ2V ∗ ∋ F 7→ ∑i i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ ∈ Λ4V ∗ is G2-equivariant, there
exists C ∈ R such that∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ = Cu♭ ∧ ϕ.
Thus, it is enough to decide C for some F and u. Suppose that u = e1
and F14 = 0. Then, F = i(u)ϕ = e
23 + e45 + e67 and we compute∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ
=e3 ∧ i(e2) ∗ ϕ− e2 ∧ i(e3) ∗ ϕ
+ e5 ∧ i(e4) ∗ ϕ− e4 ∧ i(e5) ∗ ϕ
+ e7 ∧ i(e6) ∗ ϕ− e6 ∧ i(e7) ∗ ϕ
=e3 ∧ (e156 + e147)− e2 ∧ (−e157 + e146)
+ e5 ∧ (−e136 − e127)− e4 ∧ (e137 − e126)
+ e7 ∧ (e134 + e125)− e6 ∧ (−e135 + e124)
=3(−e1356 − e1347 − e1257 + e1246).
Since e1 ∧ ϕ = e1 ∧ (e246 − e257 − e347 − e356), we obtain C = 3. 
Lemma C.6. For a 2-form F , we have∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, · , · )
=(−2|F7|2 + |F14|2) ∗ ϕ+ 6i(u)F14 ∧ ϕ+ (5F 27 + 4F7 ∧ F14 − F 214).
Proof. For the rest of this subsection, we set
Fij = F (ei, ej).
By Lemma C.5, we have∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei) (i(ej)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ) =
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei)
(
3u♭ ∧ ϕ) .
The left hand side is computed as∑
i,j
(−Fiji(ei)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ+ i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, · , · ))
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and the right hand side is
3i(u)F ∧ ϕ+ 3u♭ ∧
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei)ϕ.
Hence, we have
(C.5)
∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej , · , · )
=
∑
i,j
Fiji(ei)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ+ 3i(u)F ∧ ϕ
+ 3u♭ ∧
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei)ϕ.
To compute the first term of (C.5), we compute
∑
i,j Fiji(ej)i(ei)(F ∧
∗ϕ) in two ways. We first have∑
i,j
Fiji(ej)i(ei)(F ∧ ∗ϕ)
=
∑
i,j
Fiji(ej) (i(ei)F ∧ ∗ϕ+ F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ)
=
∑
i,j
Fij (Fij ∗ ϕ− i(ei)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ
+i(ej)F ∧ i(ei) ∗ ϕ+ F ∧ i(ej)i(ei) ∗ ϕ)
=
∑
i,j
(
F 2ij ∗ ϕ− 2Fiji(ei)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ+ FijF ∧ ∗(eij ∧ ϕ)
)
.
Since F = (1/2)
∑
i,j Fije
ij , we have |F |2 = (1/2)∑i,j F 2ij . Thus, this
is equal to
(C.6) 2|F |2 ∗ ϕ− 2
∑
i,j
Fiji(ei)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ+ 2F ∧ ∗(F ∧ ϕ).
On the other hand, since F ∧ ∗ϕ = i(u)ϕ∧ ∗ϕ = 3 ∗ u♭ by Lemma B.1,
we have
(C.7)
∑
i,j
Fiji(ej)i(ei)(F ∧ ∗ϕ)
=3
∑
i,j
Fiji(ej)i(ei) ∗ u♭ = 3
∑
i,j
Fij ∗ (eij ∧ u♭) = 6 ∗ (F ∧ u♭).
Thus, since (C.6) is equal to the right hand side of (C.7), we obtain
(C.8)
∑
i,j
Fiji(ei)F ∧ i(ej)∗ϕ = |F |2 ∗ϕ+F ∧∗(F ∧ϕ)−3∗ (F ∧u♭),
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and this is the first term of (C.5). Next, we compute the last term of
(C.5). We have
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei)ϕ =
∑
i,j
Fije
j ∧ i(ei)ϕ
=
∑
i,j
Fij ∗ (i(ej)(ei ∧ ∗ϕ))
= −
∑
i,j
Fij ∗ (ei ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ)
=
∑
j
∗(i(ej)F ∧ i(ej) ∗ ϕ).
Then, by Lemma C.5, we obtain
(C.9)
∑
i
i(ei)F ∧ i(ei)ϕ = −3i(u) ∗ ϕ.
Then, by substituting (C.8) and (C.9) into (C.5), we see that
(C.10)
∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej , · , · )
=|F |2 ∗ ϕ+ F ∧ ∗(F ∧ ϕ)− 3 ∗ (F ∧ u♭)
+ 3i(u)F ∧ ϕ− 9u♭ ∧ i(u) ∗ ϕ.
We can simplify this equation further. Indeed, we have
F ∧ ∗(F ∧ ϕ) = (F7 + F14) ∧ (2F7 − F14) = 2F 27 + F7 ∧ F14 − F 214,
∗(F ∧ u♭) = i(u)(∗F7 + ∗F14)
= i(u)
(
1
2
F7 ∧ ϕ
)
− i(u) (F14 ∧ ϕ)
=
1
2
F 27 − i(u)F14 ∧ ϕ− F7 ∧ F14
and
u♭ ∧ i(u) ∗ ϕ = −i(u)(u♭ ∧ ∗ϕ) + |u|2 ∗ ϕ
= −i(u)
(
1
2
ϕ ∧ i(u)ϕ
)
+ |u|2 ∗ ϕ = −1
2
F 27 + |u|2 ∗ ϕ.
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Substituting these into (C.10), we obtain∑
i,j
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, · , · )
=|F |2 ∗ ϕ+ (2F 27 + F7 ∧ F14 − F 214)
+ 3
(
−1
2
F 27 + i(u)F14 ∧ ϕ+ F7 ∧ F14
)
+ 3i(u)F ∧ ϕ+ 9
(
1
2
F 27 − |u|2 ∗ ϕ
)
=(|F |2 − 9|u|2) ∗ ϕ+ 6i(u)F14 ∧ ϕ+ (5F 27 + 4F7 ∧ F14 − F 214).
Then, by |F |2 = |F7|2+ |F14|2 and |F7|2 = 3|u|2, the proof is completed.

Lemma C.7. Suppose that −F 3/6 + F ∧ ∗ϕ = 0. Then, we have∑
i,j,k
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · ) = −18u♭ ∧ ϕ.
Proof. We compute
J :=
∑
i,j,k
i(ek)i(ej)i(ei)
(
F 3 ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · )
)
in two ways. Since
i(ek)i(ej)i(ei)F
3 =3i(ek)i(ej)
(
i(ei)F ∧ F 2
)
=3i(ek)
(
FijF
2 − 2i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ F
)
=3 (2Fiji(ek)F ∧ F − 2Fiki(ej)F ∧ F
+ 2Fjki(ei)F ∧ F − 2i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ) ,
it follows that
J =3
∑
i,j,k
(
6Fiji(ek)F ∧ F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, · )
− 2i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · )
)
.
Note that the space of G2-equivariant linear maps from Λ
4V ∗ to
Λ2V ∗ is 1-dimensional by (B.4) and the Schur’s lemma. Since the
map Λ4V ∗ ∋ γ 7→ ∑i,j,k i(ek)i(ej)i(ei)γ ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · ) ∈ Λ2V ∗ is
G2-equivariant, this is a constant multiple of ∗µ (π47(γ)), where µ :
Λ47V
∗ → Λ27V ∗ is a G2-equivariant isomorphism. When γ = F 2, we
have π47(F
2) = 0 by Corollary C.3. Then, it follows that
0 =
∑
i,j,k
i(ek)i(ej)i(ei)(F
2/2) ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, · )
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=
∑
i,j,k
i(ek)i(ej)(i(ei)F ∧ F ) ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · )
=
∑
i,j,k
i(ek)(Fij ∧ F − i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ) ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · )
= 3
∑
i,j,k
Fiji(ek)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, · ).
Hence, we obtain
(C.11) J = −6
∑
i,j,k
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, · ).
On the other hand, by F 3 = 6F ∧∗ϕ = 6i(u)ϕ∧∗ϕ = 18 ∗u♭, where
we use Lemma B.1, we have
(C.12)
J =18
∑
i,j,k
i(ek)i(ej)i(ei) (∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, u)vol)
=18
∑
i,j,k
∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, u) ∗ eijk = −108 ∗ (i(u) ∗ ϕ) = 108u♭ ∧ ϕ.
Then, by (C.11) and (C.12), we obtain Lemma C.7. 
Lemma C.8. Suppose that −F 3/6 + F ∧ ∗ϕ = 0. Then, we have∑
i,j,k,ℓ
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ i(eℓ)F · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ)
=− 72i(u)(F ∧ ϕ) + 6〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉F 2.
Proof. Since F 4 = 0, we compute
(C.13)
0 =i(eℓ)i(ek)i(ej)i(ei)(F
4/4)
=i(eℓ)i(ek)i(ej)
(
i(ei)F ∧ F 3
)
=i(eℓ)i(ek)
(
FijF
3 − 3i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ F 2
)
.
The second term is computed as
(C.14)
− 3i(eℓ)i(ek)
(
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ F 2
)
=− 3i(eℓ)
(
Fiki(ej)F ∧ F 2 − Fjki(ei)F ∧ F 2
+2i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ F )
=− Fiki(eℓ)i(ej)F 3 + Fjki(eℓ)i(ei)F 3
+ 6 (−Fiℓi(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ F + Fjℓi(ei)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ F
− Fkℓi(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ F
+i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ i(eℓ)F ) .
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Then, substituting (C.14) into (C.13) with noting
6i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ F =3i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F 2
=− 3i(ek)
(
i(ej)F ∧ F 2
)
+ 3FjkF
2
=− i(ek)i(ej)F 3 + 3FjkF 2,
we see that
0 =Fiji(eℓ)i(ek)F
3 − Fiki(eℓ)i(ej)F 3 + Fjki(eℓ)i(ei)F 3
+ Fiℓ
(
i(ek)i(ej)F
3 − 3FjkF 2
)
+ Fjℓ
(−i(ek)i(ei)F 3 + 3FikF 2)
+ Fkℓ
(
i(ej)i(ei)F
3 − 3FijF 2
)
+ 6i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ i(eℓ)F.
Multiplying this equation by ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, el) and rearranging terms im-
ply that
(C.15)
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
i(ei)F ∧ i(ej)F ∧ i(ek)F ∧ i(eℓ)F · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ)
=
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
Fiji(ek)i(eℓ)F
3 · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ)
+
3
2
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
FijFkℓF
2 · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ).
For the second term of the right hand side of (C.15), since F =
(1/2)
∑
i,j Fije
ij , we have
(C.16)
3
2
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
FijFkℓF
2 · ∗ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ)
=
3
2
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
FijFkℓF
2〈eijkℓ, ∗ϕ〉 = 6〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉F 2.
For the first term of the right hand side of (C.15), we first compute as∑
i,j
Fij ∗ ϕ(ei, ej, ek, eℓ)
=
∑
i,j
Fij〈eijkℓ, ∗ϕ〉 = 2〈F ∧ ekℓ, ∗ϕ〉
=2 ∗ (F ∧ ekℓ ∧ ϕ) = 2〈ekℓ, ∗(F ∧ ϕ)〉.
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Then, by F 3 = 6F ∧ ∗ϕ = 6i(u)ϕ∧ ∗ϕ = 18 ∗ u♭, where we use Lemma
B.1, we obtain
(C.17)
∑
i,j,k,ℓ
Fiji(ek)i(eℓ)F
3 · ∗ϕ(ei, ej , ek, eℓ)
=− 36
∑
k,ℓ
〈ekℓ, ∗(F ∧ ϕ)〉 ∗ (ekℓ ∧ u♭)
=− 72 ∗ (u♭ ∧ ∗(F ∧ ϕ))
=− 72i(u)(F ∧ ϕ).
Substituting (C.16) and (C.17) into (C.15) deduces the desired formula.

Proof of Theorem C.1. By Lemmas C.2, C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8 and (C.4),
we have
(I + F ♯)∗ ∗ ϕ
= ∗ ϕ− 3u♭ ∧ ϕ
+
1
2
(
(−2|F7|2 + |F14|2) ∗ ϕ+ (5F 27 + 4F7 ∧ F14 − F 214)
)
+
1
6
· 18u♭ ∧ ϕ+ 1
24
(−72F ∧ i(u)ϕ+ 6〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉F 2)
=
(
−|F7|2 + 1
2
|F14|2 + 1
)
∗ ϕ+ 1
4
〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉F 2
+
1
2
(5F 27 + 4F7 ∧ F14 − F 214)− 3F ∧ F7.
Since
〈F 2, ∗ϕ〉 = ∗(F 2 ∧ ϕ) = ∗(F ∧ ∗(2F7 − F14)) = 2|F7|2 − |F14|2,
1
2
(5F 27 + 4F7 ∧ F14 − F 214)− 3F ∧ F7
=− 1
2
F 27 − F7 ∧ F14 −
1
2
F 214 = −
1
2
(F7 + F14)
2 = −1
2
F 2,
we obtain (C.2). 
Appendix D. The proof of Proposition 5.4
In this section, we prove Proposition 5.4 which is equal to the fol-
lowing Corollary D.2. The computation is pointwise, so we work in
the setting of Appendix C. Decompose a 2-form F ∈ Λ2V ∗ as in (C.1).
We first give another description of the defining equation of the dDT
connection.
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Proposition D.1. We have
(D.1)
−1
6
F 3 + F ∧ ∗ϕ =
(
3− |u|2 + 1
2
|F14|2
)
∗ u♭ − 1
6
F 314
− ∗ϕ ∧ u♭ ∧ i(u)F14 − ϕ ∧ F14 ∧ i(u)F14.
If F satisfies −F 3/6 + F ∧ ∗ϕ = 0, it follows that
(D.2)
(
3− |u|2 + 1
2
|F14|2
)
∗ u♭ = 1
6
F 314.
Proof. By Lemma B.2, we compute
F 3 =F 37 + 3F
2
7 ∧ F14 + 3F7 ∧ F 214 + F 314
=6|u|2 ∗ u♭ + 6 ∗ ϕ ∧ u♭ ∧ i(u)F14
+ 3(−|F14|2 ∗ u♭ + ϕ ∧ i(u)(F 214)) + F 314
=(6|u|2 − 3|F14|2) ∗ u♭ + F 314 + 6 ∗ ϕ ∧ u♭ ∧ i(u)F14
+ 6ϕ ∧ F14 ∧ i(u)F14.
This together with F ∧ ∗ϕ = 3 ∗ u♭ implies (D.1). The equation (D.2)
follows from (D.1) and Lemma C.2. 
By Proposition D.1, we obtain the following estimates.
Corollary D.2. Suppose that F satisfies −F 3/6 + F ∧ ∗ϕ = 0. Then,
(1) if F14 = 0, we have F7 = 0 or |F7| = 3.
(2) We have
|F7| ≤
√
2|F14|2 + 12 cos
(
1
3
arccos
( |F14|3
(|F14|2 + 6)3/2
))
.
Proof. Set F14 = 0 in (D.2). Then, we have (3− |u|2) ∗ u♭ = 0. By the
equation |F7| = |i(u)ϕ| =
√
3|u|, we obtain (1).
Next, we prove (2). By [1, (2.22)], we have
|F 314| ≤
√
6
3
|F14|3.
Taking absolute values on both sides of (D.2), we have(
|u|2 − 1
2
|F14|2 − 3
)
|u| ≤
∣∣∣∣3− |u|2 + 12 |F14|2
∣∣∣∣ |u| ≤
√
6
18
|F14|3,
and hence,
|u|3 −
(
1
2
|F14|2 + 3
)
|u| −
√
6
18
|F14|3 ≤ 0.
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Thus, if we define a cubic polynomial f(x) (with a parameter λ ≥ 0)
by
f(x) = x3 −
(
1
2
λ2 + 3
)
x−
√
6
18
λ3,
x = |u| satisfies f(x) ≤ 0 for λ = |F14|. By the Vie`te’s formula for a
cubic equation, the largest solution of f(x) = 0 is given by
x = x0 :=
√
2
3
(λ2 + 6) cos
(
1
3
arccos
(
λ3
(λ2 + 6)3/2
))
.
Hence, we see that f(x) ≤ 0 implies that x ≤ x0. This together with
the equation |F7| = |i(u)ϕ| =
√
3|u| implies (2). 
Appendix E. Notation
We summarize the notation used in this paper. We use the following
for a smooth manifold X .
Notation Meaning
i( · ) The interior product
Γ(X,E)
The space of all smooth sections of a
vector bundle E → X
Ωk Ωk = Ωk(X) = Γ(X,ΛkT ∗X)
Ωk
C
Ωk
C
= Γ(X,ΛkT ∗X ⊗ C)
bk The k-th Betti number
HkdR The k-th de Rham cohomology
Hk(#) The k-th cohomology of a complex (#)
Z1 The space of closed 1-forms
When (X, g) is an oriented Riemannian manifold, we use the follow-
ing.
Notation Meaning
v♭ ∈ T ∗X v♭ = g(v, · ) for v ∈ TX
α♯ ∈ TX α = g(α♯, · ) for α ∈ T ∗X
vol The volume form induced from g
When (X, J) is a complex manifold, we use the following.
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Notation Meaning
Λp,q Λp,q = Λp(T 1,0X)∗ ⊗ Λq(T 0,1X)∗
Ωp,q Ωp,q = Γ(X,Λp,q)
πp,q
The projection πp,q : Ωp+q →֒
Γ(X,Λp+qT ∗X ⊗ C)→ Ωp,q
Hp,q
∂¯
The Dolbeault cohomology of type (p, q)
[[Λp,q]] (for p 6= q) [[Λp,q]] = {α ∈ Λp,q ⊕ Λq,p | α¯ = α } ⊂ Λp+qT ∗X
[Λp,p] [Λp,p] = {α ∈ Λp,p | α¯ = α } ⊂ Λ2pT ∗X
[[Ωp,q]] (for p 6= q) [[Ωp,q]] = Γ(X, [[Λp,q]])
[Ωp,p] [Ωp,p] = Γ(X, [Λp,p])
π[[p,q]] The projection Ωp+q → [[Ωp,q]]
When X is a manifold with a G2-structure, we use the following.
Notation Meaning
ΛkℓT
∗X
The subbundle of ΛkT ∗X corresponding to an
ℓ-dimensional irreducible subrepresentation
Ωkℓ Ω
k
ℓ = Γ(X,Λ
k
ℓT
∗X)
πkℓ The projection Λ
kT ∗X → ΛkℓT ∗X or Ωk → Ωkℓ
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